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Abstract

Non-destructive ultrasound evaluation is a technique for flaw detection in materials. Among

other things, it is used for monitoring key components of nuclear power plants, railways, and

pipelines. Analysis of ultrasound data is performed by human inspectors manually analyzing

acquired images. Such a process can be tedious and is highly dependent on the inspector’s

previous experience. Deep learning methods are hard to develop because of the lack of avail-

able data. The shortage also impacts training new human experts in this field, since they learn

through experience. Data from real inspections can not be used because of non-disclosure

agreements. On the other hand, blocks with synthetic flaws are expensive to produce. The goal

of this work is to develop methods for defect detection. To improve the method’s performance,

deep learning methods for generating additional synthetic images need to be developed. Gener-

ated data should be realistic and of high quality even to human experts in ultrasound evaluation.

Additional data should be used to improve the performance of the deep learning defect detector.

Although some methods for defect detection and classification were developed, they are

mostly based on traditional image and signal processing techniques such as magnitude thresh-

old. Such an approach does not yield satisfactory results and can not generalize well on data

from various ultrasound probes and scanned materials. In the field of generating synthetic ultra-

sound data, yet much has to be done. Only some traditional and Finite Element Methods (FEM)

have been proposed. All this means that there is much space for improvements and new ideas

in the field of defect detection in ultrasound non-destructive evaluation. Guided by this need for

improvements, in this thesis, several methods for non-destructive ultrasound data analysis and

ultrasound image generation are proposed. These methods can be summarized as follows:

• Generative adversarial network with additional object detector discriminator for synthesis

of high quality realistic ultrasound images

• Improved one-stage defect detector trained using additional ultrasound images synthe-

sised using generative adversarial network

• Method for anomaly detection in ultrasound images.

Experimental results of the proposed methods are presented and discussed. The proposed

generative method outperforms existing methods when the quality of images is assessed by

human experts. The generated images can even be used to improve the performance of the state-

of-the-art deep learning defect detector. Also, the analysis of different methods for anomaly

detection in ultrasonic images is given alongside the improvements made to some methods.

Keywords: non-destructive testing, ultrasound image analysis, automated flaw detection,

image augmentation, image generation, deep learning, generative networks



Prošireni sažetak

Generativne suparničke mreže za sintezu i analizu ultrazvučnih slika u nerazornim ispiti-
vanjima

Kontrola kvalitete i integriteta konstrukcijskih materijala u elektranama, cjevovodima, avio,

auto i svemirskoj industriji obavezna je kako bi se ograničio njihov utjecaj na okoliš, osigurala

dugotrajnost i sigurnost. Jedna od skupina metoda za inspekciju i provjeru materijala su metode

nerazornog ispitivanja. Takva je grupa skup metoda koje provjeravaju postojanost različitih

legura i kompozitnih materijala. Te metode koriste različite tehnologije, a neke od njih su:

• vizualna metoda,

• metoda temeljena na vrtložnim strujama,

• ultrazvučna metoda.

Ultrazvučna metoda jedna je od najšire korištenih zbog mnoštva pozitivnih svojstava. Neka

od njih su mogućnost dubokog prodiranja u materijal, ali i visoka razlučivost u plitkim po-

dručjima. Takod̄er, moguće je ispitivanje različitih materijala, na suhom i uronjeno u vodu. Cilj

ultrazvučnih i ostalih metoda je skeniranje materijala i pronalazak pukotina i ostalih deformiteta

tijekom analize. Ultrazvučno se snimanje provodi korištenjem ultrazvučnih sondi koje odašilju

zvučne signale visoke frekvencije. Te frekvencije su više od 20 kHz, a mogu ići i do nekoliko

stotina MHz. Što je frekvencija viša, to ultrazvučni val manje prodire u materijal, ali može de-

tektirati nepravilnosti manjih dimenzija. Ultrazvučne sonde prislanjaju se na materijal uz pomoć

nekog lubrikanta koji olakšava prodiranje valova u materijal. U slučaju da nema nepravilnosti,

valovi prolaze do kraja materijala, odbijaju se od njega i vraćaju u sondu. U slučaju da je prisu-

tan defekt, valovi se odbijaju od njega i vraćaju se u sondu. Na taj način ultrazvučnim sondama

možemo otkriti defekte. Kako bi ljudski eksperti educirani za analizu ultrazvučnih podataka

mogli s lakoćom percipirati rezultate snimanja materijala ultrazvučnim sondama, oni koriste

nekoliko osnovnih vrsta vizualizacije podataka. Vizualizacija se dijeli na A-skenove, B-skenove

i C-skenove. A-skenovi je prikaz amplitude primljenog ultrazvučnog vala postavljeni u odnosu

na vrijeme. B-skenovi su slike, sačinjene od mnoštva A-skenova duž jednog prolaza sonde ma-

terijalom. Oni se mogu još promatrati kao poprečni presjek materijala. C-skenovi su sačinjeni

od niza B-skenova, a mogu se promatrati kao tlocrtni pogled na ispitni materijal. Provod̄enje

nedestruktivnog testiranja može se podijeliti u dvije faze, akviziciju i analizu. Akvizicija se

uglavnom provodi automatski koristeći robotske manipulatore sa sondama. Analizu s druge

strane provode inspektori, eksperti za analizu ultrazvučnih podataka. Inspekcija jedne elektrane

može trajati nekoliko mjeseci, u kojem se periodu sakupi velika količina podataka. Cilj ovoga

rada je automatizacija analize ultrazvučnih podataka nedestruktivnog testiranja.

U području nedestruktivnog testiranja mnogo je radova i istraživanja provedeno s ciljem au-

tomatizacije analize podataka. Najviše je pomaka napravljeno u području analiza metodama
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vrtložnih struja. Metode vrtložnih struja već su dulji niz godina automatizirane. S druge

strane, nema puno pomaka u području ultrazvučne analize podataka. Istražene su i objavl-

jene metode temeljene na tradicionalom pristupu, primjerice Valične transformacije, Fourierove

transformacije, metode praga i druge. Takve metode nisu dostatne za ultrazvučnu analizu zbog

raznovrsnosti ultrazvučnih podataka, ovisnosti izgleda podataka o vrsti korištene sonde, ge-

ometriji i materijalu snimanog bloka. Za uspješnu analizu i detekciju defekata potrebna je

metoda koja bolje generalizira sve navedene slučajeve. Takve metode kriju se u dubokom

učenju i dubokim konvolucijskim neuronskim mrežama. Konvolucijske neuronske mreže prik-

ladne su za analizu slika, a mogu se koristiti za klasifikaciju, detekciju i generiranje novih

podataka. Postoje mnoge popularne arhitekture neuronskih mreža koje postižu visoke perfor-

manse na generalnim, velikim i lako dostupnim skupovima podataka poput COCO i ImageNet.

Takvi skupovi podataka sadrže stotine tisuća slika sa više od milijun označenih objekata poput

automobila, osoba i predmeta. Mreže razvijene na ovim skupovima podataka nisu prilagod̄ene

za analizu ultrazvučnih podataka koji imaju svoje specifičnosti.

Iako se tijekom inspekcije jedne elektrane ili cjevovoda sakupi velika količina podataka za

koje su potrebni mjeseci da se adekvatno analiziraju, nasreću, te konstrukcije rijetko sadrže

ikakve defekte. Nedostatak defekata iz realnih inspekcija znači nedostatak pozitivnih primjera

u skupu za učenje. Kako trenutno svu analizu ultrazvučnih podataka provode eksperti man-

ualno, rezultati analize uvelike ovise o njihovom iskustvu analize na stvarnim inspekcijama.

Nedostatak podataka sa defektima sa stvarnih inspekcija produljuje edukaciju novih eksperata

što predstavlja veliki izazov. Najčešće se eksperti educiraju na metalnim blokovima ili kompo-

nentama s umjetno implantiranim defektima. Postoji više metoda simuliranja stvarnih defekata,

a neki od njih su uzastopno grijanje i naglo hlad̄enje materijala te elektromagnetsko naprezanje.

Proizvodnja takvih realnih blokova je vrlo skupa i dugotrajna. Nedostatak podataka otežava

i adekvatno treniranje dubokih neuronskih mreža. Konačni cilj je razvoj metode za detekciju

defekata i anomalnih skenova. To se može uz nedostatak podataka napraviti modifikacijom

i izradom vlastitih mreža prilagod̄enih za analizu male količine podataka sa svojstvima ultra-

zvučnih podataka. Nedostatakom podataka možemo se nositi korištenjem mreža pred-naučenih

na velikim javnim skupovima podataka, treniranjem samo djela mreže i augmentacijom po-

dataka.

Metode augmentacije podataka koriste se kako bi se postojeći skup podataka proširio zbog

stvaranja više primjera za učenje, ali i kako bi se mreži otežalo učenje i spriječila prenaučenost

na skupu za treniranje i poboljšala generalizacija na testnom skupu podataka. Augmentacija

slike može se podijeliti u dvije skupine, klasične metode manipulacije karakteristika slike i

metode temeljene na dubokom učenju. Tradicionalne metode augmentacije slika bazirane su

na geometrijskim transformacijama i drugim funkcijama obrade slika. Te su metode relativno

jednostavne za implementaciju i ne zahtjevaju velike procesorske resurse. Metode temeljene na
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dubokom učenju nedavno su postale važna tema u području istraživanja prateći razvoj dubokih

neuronskih mreža kao što su autoenkoderi i generativne suparničke mreže.

Klasične metode augmentacije pokazale su se korisnim za povećanje točnosti konvolucijskih

neuronskih mreža. Važno je napomenuti da nije svaka augmentacijska metoda prikladna za

svaki slučaj učenja i vrstu podataka. Neki skupovi podataka poput ultrazvučnih B-skenova

imaju svoje specifičnosti zbog kojih se neki tipovi augmentacije ne mogu koristiti. U nastavku

su navedene neke metode klasične augmentacije slike.

• Rotiranje slike oko osi
Augmentacija rotacijom provodi se rotacijom slike u lijevo ili desno oko osi za odred̄eni

stupanj. Ako se slika rotira za 180 stupnjeva, ta se augmentacija zove i flip. Najčešće se

radi po horizontalnoj i vertikalnoj osi.

• Translacija slike
Translacija slike za odred̄eni broj piksela može biti vrlo korisno kako bi se izbjegla lokaci-

jska pristranost modela. Prilikom translacije, zaostali prostor koji je prije zauzimala slike

može se ispuniti nulama, 255 ili bilo kojom drugom vrijednosti.

• Modulacija boja slike
Uobičajeno je slike spremati kao tenzore dimenzije visina x širina x kanali boje. Aug-

mentacijom boje slike može se jednostavno mijenjati svjetlina ili kontrast slike i izdvojiti

neki od kanala boje slike.

• Dodavanje šuma
Dodavanjem šuma može pomoći konvolucijskim mrežama izvuči robusnije značajke iz

skupa podataka za treniranje. Može se dodati Gaussov, Poissonov ili neki drugi šum.

• Isjecivanje slike
Ova se augmentacija može koristiti kako bi se povećao skup podataka, ali i ako radimo sa

slikama velike rezolucije ili neobičnih dimenzija kako bi se normalizirao ulaz u konvolu-

cijsku mrežu koja ima fiksnu ulaznu dimenziju.

• Brisanje slučajnog djela slike
Slučajno brisanje nekog djela slike nadahnuto je regularizacijom. Provodi se tako da se

vrijednosti u dijelu slike postave u vrijednost 0 kako bi se mreža naučila da mora obraćati

pažnju na cijelu sliku, a ne na jedan njen dio.

• Izrezivanje i lijepljenje dijelova slike
Dok se tradicionalne metode augmentacije temelje na promjeni neke karakteristike posto-

jeće slike, ova se metoda koristi kako bi se stvorili potpuno novi primjeri za učenje. Ovo

je metoda kojom se izrezuju objekti s primjera slike i lijepe na druge dijelove iste slike

ili na druge slike. U slučaju kada postoji puno primjera slika bez objekata, a tek nekoliko

primjera slika s objektima ova je metoda posebno korisna, što je slučaj u ultrazvučnim

podatcima. Izrezujući defekte sa pozitivnih primjera slike i lijepeći ih u skenove bez
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defekata možemo poboljšati preciznost mreža jer možemo povećati broj slika sa prob-

lematičnim defektima. Problem kod ove augmentacije je da se ne smije prečesto koristiti

u skupu za učenje jer se modeli lako mogu prenaučiti na anomalijama u tako stvorenim

slikama.

Metode augmentacije temeljene na dubokom učenju koristeći autoenkodere ili generativne

suparničke mreže nisu još dovoljno istražene. Do sada, nije istražena upotreba takvih vrsta

mreža za primjenu na ultrazvučnim podatcima. Generativne metode u području analize ultra-

zvučnih slika nedestruktivnog testiranja mogu imati višestruku primjenu. Te se metode mogu

koristiti za proširenje skupa podataka za treniranje neuronskih mreža, ali mogu se koristiti i

za učenje i pripremu eksperata za analizu ultrazvučnih podataka. Razvojem metode koja bi

mogla generirati neograničen broj ultrazvučnih B-skenova s defektima olakšala bi se i značajno

pojeftinila edukacija eksperata, a metode detekcije defekata bi povećale svoju točnost.

Generiranje realnih ultrazvučnih podataka ima nekoliko zahtjeva koje je potrebno ispuniti.

Jedno od njih je generiranje različitih tipova geometrije i šuma koji se obično nalazi u ultra-

zvučnim podatcima. Drugi je mogućnost odred̄ivanja položaja generiranog defekta na ultra-

zvučnoj slici. A treći je generiranje podataka koji vizualno odgovaraju stvarnim podatcima i

koje eksperti ne mogu razlikovati od stvarnih podataka. Da bi se riješio problem podataka i

razvila generativna mreža, prvo je izrad̄en skup podataka za treniranje. Na skupu ultrazvučnih

podataka nastalog skeniranjem šest metalnih blokova označeni su svi defekti. Svaki blok sadrži

izmed̄u šest i 34 defekata. Blokovi su skenirani koristeći INETEC ultrazvučne sonde. Kon-

ačan skup podataka sadrži više od 4000 slika i skoro 7000 označenih defekata. Nakon što

su svi defekti označeni, izrad̄eni su parovi slika/maska kako bi se mogao trenirati generativni

model. Maske su izrad̄ene tako da su bile vrijednosti nula na području gdje nije bilo defekata,

a na mjestu oznake defekta postavljena je bila vrijednost 255. Razvijena generativna mreža

temelji se na konceptu uvjetne generativne suparničke mreže koja kao ulaz ima sliku (masku),

a kao izlaz generiranu ultrazvučnu sliku s defektom na definiranom mjestu. Temeljena je na

Pix2pixGAN-u. Razvijena mreža sastoji se od generatora u formi U-net mreže sa preskočnim

vezama, dva PatchGAN diskriminatora koji rade na dvije različite veličine ulazne slike i dodat-

nim diskriminatorom, pretreniranim detektorom defekata. Problem s baznom pix2pix mrežom

je nedovoljno precizno pozicioniranje defekta na željeno mjesto, te artefakti koji zbunjuju de-

tektor defekata. Pomoću razvijene mreže generirano je 200.000 dodatnih ultrazvučnih slika.

Te se slike mogu koristiti za treniranje detektora defekata. Pokazano je kako detektor treni-

ran samo na generiranim slikama daje veću točnost za otprilike 2%, dok detektor treniran na

generiranim i stvarnim podatcima daje točnost veću za skoro 6% prema onome treniranom

samo na pravim podatcima. Takod̄er, provedeno je testiranje kvalitete generiranih slika uz po-

moć eksperata za ultrazvučne podatake. Uspored̄ene su tri metode, naša razvijena generativna

metoda, Copy/Paste metoda, te modificirani SPADEGAN. Ekspertima su slučajnim raspod-
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jelom pokazane generirane i prave slike, a njihov zadatak je bio odrediti vjerojatnost da je

prikazana slika pravi ultrazvučni B-sken. Statistička analiza pokazala je da inspektori mogu

vidjeti razliku izmed̄u pravih i slika generiranih Copy/Paste metodom i SPADEGAN-om, no ne

mogu vidjeti razliku izmed̄u slika generiranih našom metodom i pravih slika. Takod̄er, kako

bi metoda bila korisna za edukaciju inspektora potrebno je generirati ultrazvučne podatke ci-

jelog bloka, a ne samo jedan B-sken. Taj smo zadatak takod̄er ispunili modulacijom maski i

generiranjem sličnih skenova koji se spajaju u 3D prikaz skeniranog virtualnog bloka.

Generativne mreže osim za generiranje ultrazvučnih podataka mogu se koristiti za detekciju

anomalija. Detekcija anomalija je pristup nenadziranog učenja u kojemu se neronska mreža,

primjerice autoenkoder, trenira na slikama bez defekata, a kasnije ona može prepoznati razliku

izmed̄u anomalne i normalne slike. Taj je pristup takod̄er istražen i razvijena je metoda za

detekciju anomalija na ultrazvučnim slikama nedestruktivnog testiranja.

Ključne riječi: nerazorno ispitivanje, analiza ultrazvučnih sika, automatska detekcija de-

fekata, augmentacija slike, generiranje slika, duboko učenje, generativne mreže
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Non-destructive evaluation is used in various industry and science applications to detect defects

in the inspected material and prevent further damage to the system. Since time and reliability

are the critical factors in ensuring the safety of the systems, it is important to develop a fast and

accurate automatic or assisted analysis. For this reason, the research of a deep-learning-based

ultrasonic image generation and analysis is the topic of this thesis. In this chapter first, the

background and the motivation for the thesis are presented. Following that, the formal problem

statement is given. Finally, the main scientific contributions of the thesis are listed, followed by

the description of the thesis structure.

1.1 Background and motivation

Ensuring the structural integrity of the critical components of the nuclear power plants, air-

planes, pipelines and such is the foundation for a safe environment and safe society. Most of

the components cannot be frequently replaced due to the high component price and high out-of-

operation cost. Therefore, they need to be inspected every once in a while in a non-destructive

manner. Non-destructive evaluation (NDE) is widely used in science and industry to evalu-

ate the properties of materials, components, or systems without causing damage [1]. Many

different methods are available including visual examination, eddy current, and ultrasonic in-

spection. Among them, ultrasonic inspection stands out due to its versatility. High sensitivity on

most materials [2], extraction of defects location and type [2], high signal-to-noise ratio [3] and

high penetrating power are some of its advantages. Ultrasonic inspection can be divided into

two phases, the acquisition and the analysis of acquired data. Although most of the acquisition

today is carried out automatically utilizing robots, analysis is still done manually, with human

experts spending hours, days, and sometimes months analyzing the data. Such evaluation of

the data is tiresome, highly dependable on the inspector’s previous experience, and man-hour

expensive. Deep convolutional neural networks have already been proven many times to out-
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perform traditional methods in image processing. For the development of automatic NDE, the

deep learning solution is therefore the most promising approach. However, for the development

of deep convolutional neural networks, one should have a lot of data available for training. In

the field of NDE, there are not a lot of defects in material found in the inspections. Furthermore,

the anomalous data that we have is subjected to different non-disclosure agreements and cannot

be used to train the networks. This lack of positive examples does not necessarily affect only the

development of the deep learning networks and automated analysis, but also the education and

training of new human experts in this field. By generating synthetic ultrasonic data, one would

jump across these obstacles and be able to develop a proper automated analysis. In order to

approach the development of these methods, clear problem statements have to be made before

proceeding further.

1.2 Problem statement

Ultrasonic data from a non-destructive inspection can be presented in many different formats,

including the A-scan, B-scan and C-scan [4]. An A-scan is a signal’s amplitude as a function of

time, a B-scan displays a cross-sectional view of the inspected material, and a C-scan provides

a top view of its projected features. An example of the A, B, and C scan is shown in Figure 1.1.

The shown B-scan and the C-scan are artificially colored, and defects are marked with the blue

bounding box on the B-scan. The main goal is to discriminate the data without defects from

the data with defects, and furthermore locate the defects. Defects and some of its surrounding

is best seen in a B-scan. We can achieve the defect detection by using deep-learning object

detectors on images (B-scans). However, the lack of data compels us to search for the methods

to increase the training dataset or decrease the amount of data needed for training such detectors.

The development of special object detectors and anomaly detectors dedicated to ultrasonic data

analysis and generative methods for generating synthetic ultrasonic data is the goal of this work.

1.2.1 Defect detector

Object detection is a highly researched deep-learning area with high-performance methods al-

ready developed. Since training an object detector is a supervised problem, we need a lot of la-

beled data for training. These methods are often trained and tested on big open-source datasets

such as ImageNet [5] or Common Objects in Context (COCO) [6] which contain thousands,

even millions of images. For most of the real-world challenges, such datasets are unimaginable

and unattainable. Defect detection on ultrasonic images is one of such challenges. To be able

to train state-of-the-art object detection models, we need to make some modifications to the

architecture and training procedure. Deep learning convolutional neural networks for object de-
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Figure 1.1: An example of the A-scan (bottom-left), artificially colored B-scan (top-left) with marked
defects and artificially colored C-scan (right)

tection can be divided into two groups, the one-stage, and two-stage object detectors. One-stage

object detectors are much faster, but carry their downsides. Such object detectors are made of

two parts, the feature extractor, and the detection head. Improvements should be made in both

parts to get the best possible defect detector which is able to be trained on a small available

dataset.

1.2.2 Generative model

The main goal of a generative network here is to generate additional synthetic data which can

be used for training the defect detector for the ultrasonic evaluation as well as human experts.

Generative methods can be divided into traditional and deep-learning methods. In this work,

we discuss both approaches to the problem. While traditional methods are based on the simple

augmentation of the existing dataset, deep learning methods capture the distribution of the data.

With the approximation of this distribution, we are able to generate an unlimited amount of

new data. A special requirement for generating synthetic data for object detection is to gen-

erate defects in exact predefined locations, which is an additional challenge for synthetic data

generation. Generative methods are trained by an unsupervised approach.

1.2.3 Anomaly detector

Finally, our goal is to be able to help the inspectors with the analysis of ultrasonic data. To

speed up the analysis process, one of the approaches is to filter out the data without any visible

defects and show the inspectors only anomalous data. Inspectors would then have to manually

analyze only a small portion of the data, significantly reducing the time needed for the analysis.
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However, this is not an easy task since defects can often be hidden in the background noise and

resemble inspected component geometry reflections. Anomaly detection methods are trained

using only normal images, which we have plenty of. This approach utilizes self-supervised

learning.

1.3 Scientific contributions

The emphasis of this thesis is on novel methods for defect detection and ultrasonic data genera-

tion. This is achieved by developing a novel deep learning generative neural network and using

this additionally generated data for defect detection performance improvement. Also, in this

thesis, the quality of the generated data is assessed by both neural networks and human experts.

In the end, anomaly detection in ultrasonic data, as well as the novel object detector for defect

detection, is presented. The scientific contributions of this thesis are the following:

• Generative adversarial network with additional object detector discriminator for synthesis

of high quality realistic ultrasound images.

• Improved one-stage defect detector trained using additional ultrasound images synthe-

sised via generative adversarial network.

• Self-supervised anomaly detection model for ultrasound images

1.4 Thesis structure

The thesis is structured as follows. First, an overview of existing methods for defect detection,

synthetic data generation, and anomaly detection in ultrasonic data analysis and similar fields is

given in Chapter 2. In Chapter 2 an introduction to generative methods is given as well as some

of the implementation details of the deep learning generative adversarial networks. In Chapter

3 an introduction to non-destructive testing and evaluation is given. Chapter 4 describes the

challenges in the development of the assisted non-destructive testing data analysis. The main

scientific contributions of the thesis are presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 gives the conclu-

sion and future research directions are given. In Chapter 7 the list of publications that fully

describe the main scientific contributions are given. The author’s contributions to the included

publications are summarized in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Related work

Automated analysis of non-destructive evaluation data has long been used in many NDT sys-

tems. However, so far it has been limited to classical decision-making algorithms such as signal

amplitude threshold [7]. Complex data such as the one from ultrasonic inspection makes it

hard to develop an automated analysis. All ultrasonic analysis is, to the best of my knowl-

edge, done manually by a trained human expert, the inspector. The automated analysis could

make the process much faster and more reliable. Plenty of efforts have been made to de-

velop automated ultrasonic analysis [8, 9, 10]. Developed algorithms for automated defect

detection can be divided into three groups related to data representations being used: A-scans

[8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19], B-scans [7, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] and C-scans

[26, 27, 28].

Regarding A-scans, a popular approach for automatic flaw detection is the usage of discrete

wavelet transform (DWT) for feature extraction. Wavelet coefficients are used as an input to

classifiers such as artificial neural networks (ANN) [11] [12], support vector machines (SVM)

[13, 14, 15, 16], or a combination of these two [10]. DWT was shown to be a better feature

extractor than discrete Fourier transform (DFT) using an ANN classifier in [8]. On the other

hand in [17] DWT, DFT and discrete cosine transform (DCT) were used and further classified

using two ANNs, DFT achieved better results. Directly feeding the A-scan into an ANN was

shown in [9] and [19]. In [9] a superiority of deep neural networks over single-layer networks

was shown.

B-scans keep the geometrical coherence of the defect, which leads to a better noise immunity

[20]. In [20] authors have used DWT to reduce noise prior to detecting flaws with Radon

transform. In [21] DWT was shown to be a better approach than Gabor filter banks for ultrasonic

B-scans segmentation. In [2] ultrasonic images obtained by using pulse laser illumination were

classified as defect or non-defect using various methods including deep learning which achieved

the best result. Two popular deep learning object detection models, YOLO and SSD, were used

in [22] for defect detection. In [7] data copy/pasting data augmentation was used to enlarge the
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dataset for training a deep learning detector.

Regarding C-scans, in [26] a method based on the comparison of the scan with a recon-

structed reference image has been made. The method was able to detect all defects in their

dataset, but with a high number of false-positive detection. There have also been some attempts

in estimating defects from noisy measurements using Bayesian analysis [27].

Very few algorithms involve deep learning and modern deep learning architectures. The

problem with deep learning in many fields is the lack of available data for training such net-

works. This problem besides ultrasonic data analysis can be found in medical image processing

and other fields.

In this work we research three connected fields of ultrasonic data analysis, all with the same

goal of developing automatic defect detection:

• defect detection

• synthetic data generation

• anomaly detection

Even though automated non-destructive evaluation captured a lot of researchers’ attention

recently, there are many works from related areas such as medical image analysis that are rel-

evant and will be mentioned in this thesis. In this chapter, I will give an overview of the work

related to this thesis. While image analysis and machine learning have been researched for

decades now, only did the recent development of high-speed parallel processing units allowed

deep learning to show its capabilities. Very deep neural networks have therefore been developed

for purposes such as image classification, segmentation, or object detection. Many other inter-

esting concepts of deep learning have been introduced, such as autoencoders [29] and generative

adversarial networks [30].

2.1 Defect detection

A lot of research has been done on the deep learning object detectors development. They can be

divided into two groups, two-stage, and one-stage object detectors. Two-stage detectors consist

of a region proposal network and the other for identifying objects in proposed regions. The first

of its kind is the Region - convolutional neural network (R-CNN) [31]. Commonly, for region

proposals, a selective search algorithm [31] is used. Proposed regions are then propagated and

fed into a convolutional neural network (CNN) that acts as a feature extractor. Extracted features

are fed into a support vector machine (SVM) to classify the presence of an object within the

candidate region. This process has many drawbacks, it takes a lot of time and data to train

such CNN, and it cannot be implemented in real-time. Many improvements have been made

to fasten the process of detection, therefore Fast R-CNN [32] and Faster R-CNN [33] have

emerged. Faster R-CNN can even be used for real-time object detection. All of the above-
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mentioned networks achieve great accuracy.

One stage detectors have a single CNN that predicts the bounding boxes and class probabil-

ities for these boxes. They don’t have a region proposal network, but split the image into SxS

grid. Within each cell, the CNN makes m object predictions with class probabilities. Many ad-

vances have been made from the first such models, YOLO [34] and SSD [35]. YOLO has since

developed in three iterations [36, 37, 38] and many more networks such as RetineNet [39] and

EfficientDet [40] have shown great precision with much faster inference time than two-stage

detectors.

Usually, both one-stage and two-stage detectors are trained, and their performance is tested

on large public datasets such as Common Objects in Context [6] (COCO), Pattern Analysis,

Statistical Modelling and Computational Learning Visual Object Classes (Pascal VOC) [41],

Canadian Institute For Advanced Research 10 (CIFAR-10) [42] or ImageNet [5]. COCO dataset

consists of 330k images with 1.5 million object instances. ImageNet has over 1 million anno-

tated images. These large datasets make those huge CNNs with millions or 10s of millions

of parameters trainable. It remains a challenge and is almost impossible to train modern deep

CNNs from scratch on more usual, smaller datasets with a few thousand or hundreds of images.

When training on smaller datasets, models tend to overfit the training dataset and achieve poor

results on the test dataset. Overfitting refers to the phenomenon when a network achieves great

results on the training dataset, but fails to generalize on other data [43].

2.2 Synthetic data generation

As previously mentioned, ultrasonic inspection is made to ensure no cracks appear due to ther-

mal or electromagnetic material fatigue. Therefore, many ultrasonic inspections are done with

the goal of early intervention of cracks, but usually, no defects are found. As defects rarely

appear in real inspections, inspectors for training use artificially created cracks in metal blocks.

However, it is rather expensive to realistically create such defects in materials. On the other

hand, all data from ultrasonic inspections of nuclear power plants or oil piping are protected by

non-disclosure agreements and cannot be used after the inspection.

Data is the biggest throwback in the development of proper automated/assisted ultrasonic

analysis. With little data, it is hard to train the before-mentioned best-performing deep CNNs.

Not only in ultrasonic analysis but this challenge can also be found in many medical image

processing tasks [43] where, due to the rarity of some pathology and patient privacy issues,

data availability is very modest. There are some ways of training state-of-the-art CNNs on

small datasets. For example, transfer learning [44] is often used in combination with freezing

the backend CNN layers [45] and is shown to enhance the accuracy of models. All of the

methods not only aid with small datasets but show significant improvements when training on
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large above-mentioned datasets. In this section, we are focusing on methods for enhancing the

performance of deep CNNs using data augmentation.

2.2.1 Autoencoder

Autoencoders (AE) are a deep learning method very useful in performing feature space aug-

mentation on data. They consist of two networks, an encoder that maps the images into a low-

dimensional vector representation, a latent space, and a decoder that reconstructs these vectors

back into the original image.

φ : χ → F

ψ : F→ χ (2.1)

φ ,ψ = argmin ‖ X− (ψ ◦φ)X ‖

where: φ = the encoder

ψ = the decoder

χ = original image

F = latent space

The goal of training the autoencoder is to perfectly reconstruct the input image. It is done by

some special loss functions and model architecture. There are many versions of autoencoders,

and recently they have proven to be able to generate and reconstruct high-resolution images.

After training, the autoencoder learns the distribution of the dataset. By removing the encoder

part of the network and randomly sampling from the decoder’s input, we can generate a series

of different images from the same feature space.

Since the input and the desired output are the same images, autoencoders are often classified

as self-supervised learning approaches. Networks are specially designed such as to impose a

bottleneck structure that forces a compressed knowledge of the input image. This architecture

can be seen in Figure 2.1. Autoencoders are often used for dimensionality reduction, anomaly

detection, or image processing. Here, we will discuss the usage of autoencoders as an image

augmentation method.

Traditional autoencoders are simple neural networks closely related to Principal Compo-

nent Analysis (PCA), another dimensionality reduction method. In fact, an autoencoder with

linear activation functions will map the same subspace as the one PCA would [46]. Generally,

activation functions used in autoencoders are non-linear, a sigmoid is the most commonly used
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Figure 2.1: Architecture of a simple autoencoder

activation function in Autoencoders [47]. Usually Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence [48] or l1

loss is used.

There are several types of autoencoders, but the most commonly used are Variational Au-

toencoders (VAE) [49]. They inherit the architecture from traditional AEs to learn a general

distribution, which allows us to pick random samples from the latent space. Variational autoen-

coder uses variational inference to generate the approximation of a posterior distribution. This

distribution separates latent variable centroids for different images. By randomly sampling from

the distribution or adding random noise to the mentioned centroids, new images are generated.

There are many different versions of VAEs. One example is the Vector Quantised-Variational

AutoEncoder (VQ-VAE) [50]. Typically, we assume the prior (latent vectors) and the posterior

(images) to be normally distributed. The encoder then predicts the mean and variance of the

posterior. In VQ-VAE authors have used discrete latent variables which is more natural to the

problem we are trying to solve. For example, if we have categories like "boat" and "dog" it

doesn’t make sense to interpolate between them. Moreover, the authors claim their approach

keeps the AE from posterior collapse, which usually prevents making use of larger and more

complex networks. From the traditional VAE, VQ-VAE differs on the latent space layer called

Vector Quantization Layer. In VQ-VAE we have a dictionary with vectors for different cate-

gories in the prior. The encoder calculates the vectors and passes them to the vector quantization

layer which calculates the distances from each vector in the dictionary, swaps them for the ones

in the dictionary, and passes them to the decoder. Since a minimum distance is calculated in

the vector quantization layer, backpropagation is not possible, therefore input and the output

of this layer are compared for training. Three losses are used for training this autoencoder, a

reconstruction loss for the encoder and the decoder and l2 and commitment loss for the vector

quantization layer. Commitment loss makes sure the number of latent vectors does not grow
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arbitrarily. VQ-VAE exceeds in generating images, videos, and even audio.

Another example is the Information Maximizing Variational Autoencoder (InfoVAE) [51]

family of autoencoders. In InfoVAE authors propose a solution to overfitting by introducing

new training objectives where it is possible to weigh the preference between correct inference

and fitting data distribution. A special variation of the InfoVae family is the Maximum Mean

Discrepancy VAE (MMD-VAE) which uses MMD [52] loss. MMD-VAE performs better than

traditional VAEs with KL-divergence loss, especially on small datasets.

Autoencoders often suffer from generating blurry images and not being able to generate a

broad distribution of different images. However, autoencoders are rather stable and simple to

train. Autoencoders also have the advantage of being able to precisely generate certain types of

images, as one can pick the sample from the learned distribution. In the next section, we will

present a deep learning method that usually performs better than autoencoders.

2.2.2 Generative Adversarial Networks

Generative adversarial networks (GAN) are a deep learning method of unsupervised learning

for generating high-quality data. It can be used to generate images, video, audio, text, and

much more. It was first proposed in [53] and is often called the most interesting concept in deep

learning.

Figure 2.2: Architecture of a GAN

The basic idea behind GAN is very simple. The architecture consists of two neural networks,

a generator, and a discriminator as can be seen in Figure 2.2. Generator, the neural network that

generates data, usually has some random noise vector as an input. Noisy input helps generate

a wide selection of images from the learned distribution. The generator’s objective is to fool

the discriminator, which tries to differentiate between generated and real data. The constant
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ongoing rivalry between the generator and the discriminator is what makes GANs adversarial.

Mathematically, discriminator and generator play a minimax game with the following function

[54]:

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) =Ex pdata(x)[log(D(x))]+ (2.2)

Ez pz(z)[1− log(D(G(z)))]

where: G = the generator

D = the discriminator

x = training dataset

z = random variable

pdata = posterior distribution

pz = prior distribution

The goal of the generator is to maximize the probability of discriminator labeling generated

images as real samples, and the discriminator has the goal of minimizing that probability while

being able to label real data as such. For image generating purposes it is convenient to use

convolution operations in GAN which is presented in Deep Convolutional GAN (DCGAN)

[55].

GANs usually outperform autoencoders because of their adversarial part, which enables

them to generate non-blurry images. Generative adversarial networks are an interesting concept

that has caught the eye of many scientists. It has been the center of extensive research in recent

years. Many different families of GANs have emerged and proved to be state-of-the-art in

generating artificial data.

An interesting approach with GANs are image to image translation models. They are used

for style transfer between images [56], image inpainting [57] and even generating images from

masks [58]. One of the examples of those models is the pix2pixGAN [58]. Pix2pix uses a

conditional GAN (cGAN) with a U-net [59] based generator with skip connections and a Patch-

GAN discriminator. PatchGAN discriminator penalizes structure at the scale of image patches,

it outputs a matrix that classifies each patch of an image as being real or not. The generator is

trained with a l1 loss function and an adversarial loss. Pix2pixGAN can solve many different

challenges, it can generate images with an image mask as an input to the generator or perform

inpainting. Pix2pix GAN can generate realistic images even with smaller datasets such as fa-
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Figure 2.3: Ultrasonic B-scan generated with pix2pixGAN

cades dataset [60]. An example of an ultrasonic image generated with pix2pixGAN can be seen

in Figure 2.4. While pix2pix generated images of size 256x256, a newer pix2pixHD [61] is

able to generate high resolution, 2048x1024, realistic images. In pix2pixHD, authors present

several improvements. It uses a revised generator which consists of two parts. First, they train

a smaller network that generates low-resolution images, then they concatenate the trained small

network to the bigger one, which then generates high-resolution images. They also incorporated

a feature-matching loss based on the discriminator. They also use multiscale discriminators, in

fact, three PatchGAN discriminators that operate on different patch sizes.

A CycleGAN [56] is a very interesting concept of Generative adversarial networks. It is

made for unpaired image-to-image translation. The CycleGAN is two GANs with two genera-

tors and two discriminators wired together. The idea is to have two generators that have some

image as an input, and output an image of a different domain. Then that image is run through

the other generator, which has to generate an image exactly like the original one. This is called

cycle consistency. The two discriminators have to determine if the images put as their input

are real or generated. Therefore, there are two cycle consistency loss functions, one for each

domain mapping, and an adversarial loss for each of the generators and their corresponding

discriminators. CycleGAN produces images with comparable quality to pix2pixGAN, but in a

fully unsupervised manner without using paired data. It has been successfully used to generate

medical CT images from MR [62].

DetectorGAN [63] deals with the challenge of detecting a small object with a limited num-

ber of annotated bounding boxes. It jointly optimizes the generator model and a detector to

improve the performance of a detector. Existing generative networks can generate visually ap-

pealing images, but they don’t necessarily improve the ability of the detector. Authors show the

proposed GAN improves the detector’s average precision by 20% on an NIH X-ray dataset [64]

with over a hundred thousand images. The architecture is based on a CycleGAN, the generator

generates images that are then fed into a discriminator and a detector. The discriminator helps

in generating realistic images, and the detector gives feedback on whether generated images im-
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prove the detection. The detector, generator, and discriminator are trained during the process.

The Discriminator-generator pair and the detector are pretrained for faster convergence. Both

generator and discriminator are trained on adversarial losses, while the generator is also trained

with cycle consistency loss. The discriminator is trained on both real and generated images.

Generating multiple objects at certain locations in an image has been a topic of [65]. Usually

when generating images with GAN models use a semantic map image as an input to determine

the position of the object in a generated image. Input to the generator is the text description of

the generated scene and objects bounding boxes, while the discriminator gets a generated image

with bounding box locations.

In [66] authors propose GAN-based methods to generate realistic synthetic skin lesion im-

ages. They evaluate the performance of a pix2pixGAN, DCGAN and a conditional version of

Progressive Growing of GANs (PGAN) [67]. They have also trained a classifier on real and

data generated by each of these generative networks. They have shown that a pix2pix GAN

is able to generate realistic melanoma images with similar performance of the classifier as on

real images. With such generative data augmentation, they have reached an improvement of 1

percentage point of a classifier when compared to training only with real images.

In [68] authors developed a 3D approach to data generation. They developed a generative

network called CT-GAN which is able to generate and change 3D CT scans. CT-GAN is able

to inject and remove tumors from a 3D scan in order to make a false medical reports.

A lot of work has been done for enlarging data sets in medical imagery. In [69] authors

developed a multi-channel GAN (M-GAN) to generate PET images from CT scans. Similar

approach with a cGAN has been made in [70, 71]. Their generated data performed only 2.8%

lower in terms of recall when training a detection model with them. Generating MR images

from CT scans with paired and unpaired data has been researched in [72]. An MR-GAN with the

concept similar to CycleGAN has been developed for the purpose. In [73] a DCGAN has been

employed to generate realistic brain MR images. Data augmentation using non-convolutional

GAN was tested on three different non image datasets [74]. Generated data performed even

better than real data when classifying using a Decision Tree (DT) classifier.

In [63] authors developed a GAN with the integrated detector as a discriminator for gen-

erating small objects in the non-anomalous chest X-ray images. They used the generated data

to improve the performance of the RetinaNet [39]. In [75] generate realistic 3D lung nodule

CT-scans which even expert physicians fail to distinguish from the real ones.

Generative adversarial networks are a great concept for generating realistic data, but are of-

ten hard to train in a stable manner. GANs tend to fall into a mode collapse where the generator

finds a way to fool the discriminator by generating a single, non-realistic image. There are some

ways to stabilize the training procedure, but they depend on the data and the architecture of a

GAN. Also, training a GAN demands large datasets, which is opposite to the problem we are
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trying to solve. Using pretrained weights while training a GAN showed to speed up the process

of achieving convergence in the training [76]. A stable method to train a GAN and a proper

multi-purpose architecture is yet to be found.

2.3 Anomaly detection

So far, we have introduced the concept of defect detection and localization and synthetic ultra-

sonic data generation. In order to train a proper assisted evaluation of ultrasonic data, we need

to overcome the challenge of not having enough data. We can do it by pruning the architecture

of a deep learning object detector, or we can generate enough high quality synthetic data to im-

prove the performance of the detectors. However, while having a lot of non-defected ultrasonic

data, one can not but think about going the unsupervised or self-supervised path. This is why

the anomaly detection on ultrasonic data is being researched in this work. Anomaly detection

in the ultrasonic imaging domain is a very difficult task, since it is hard to distinguish between

the reflections of the geometry of the block being scanned and the defects. An example of

ultrasonic images with and without defects can be seen in Figure 1.1.

Figure 2.4: An example of anomalous (left) and normal ultrasonic images (B-scans).

Anomaly detection in non-destructive testing using the self-supervised approach is a field

that yet needs to be explored. Only in [77] a form of a Variational Autoencoder (VAE), which is

a go-to for anomaly detection, has been studied for ultrasonic anomaly detection. In [78] three

deep learning solutions based on Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) are compared. The

authors show that results of anomaly detection yet have to be improved for real-world medical

datasets. A convolutional neural network for anomaly detection in brain MRI images has been
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developed in [79]. However, recently there are is good deal of research on anomaly detection

in production industry. One of the popular public datasets is the MVTec AD dataset [80, 81].

The PaDiM [82] uses a ResNet [83] or any other classifier network pretrained on the ImageNet

dataset. Features are extracted from the normal dataset and compared in the test time with the

input image. A newer model, the PatchCore [84], reports even better results on the MVTec AD

dataset. PatchCore uses the simmilar approach with the pretrained encoder. It also implements

a memory bank of neighbourhood-aware patch-level features. A novel concept of normalizing

flow is used in the FastFlow anomaly detection model [85]. It is currently the best performing

model on the MVTec AD dataset. Normalizing flow is a set of bidirectional transformations

that are able to compute the distribution of normal samples to obtain the likelihood to recognize

anomalies in inference phase.
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Chapter 3

Non-destructive evaluation

Non-destructive testing (NDT) is a group of analysis techniques used in science and technol-

ogy to evaluate properties of materials, components, or systems without causing damage [1].

There are a variety of NDT methods used including visual testing (VT), 3D computed tomog-

raphy, eddy current testing (ECT), or ultrasonic testing (UT). Among them, ultrasonic testing

stands out due to its superiority in different aspects including high sensitivity to most materials’

damage [2], extraction of defects location and type [2], and higher signal-to-noise ratio [3]. Ul-

trasonic inspection can be used for constant monitoring of various defects, as for the detection

of new defects in various components of some systems. The most important task of UT is to

detect all existing defects in the system and asses their size, shape, and orientation. Early detec-

tion of defects is important for the safety of the system as well as for planning the maintenance

of the system accordingly. Ultrasonic testing can be divided into two parts, the acquisition and

the evaluation of the acquired data.

3.1 Ultrasonic data acquisition

Acquisition of ultrasonic data is a complex procedure that is very important for the results of

the inspection. It combines robotics, physics, and electronics for decoding the ultrasonic sig-

nals from the probe. An example of an ultrasonic acquisition system can be seen in Figure 3.1.

Ultrasonic inspections are usually done in harsh environments with high radiation, humidity,

temperature, and pressure. Due to these conditions, human experts cannot be present at the

site of inspection. Furthermore, locations of the critical components being inspected are hardly

accessible by a human. That is why most of the inspections are done using a robotic manipu-

lator, as shown in Figure 3.1. Manipulators are usually remotely controlled and are connected

to a computer. These manipulators are specifically designed for each inspection. Manipulators

have an ultrasonic probe attached to them that they lean on the surface of the inspected block.

Ultrasonic probes have to have an agent between them and the surface of the inspected material.
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One of the best agents is water, and it is why both probes and the manipulators often have to be

completely submerged in the water. There are different types of ultrasonic probes used that we

will discuss below.

Figure 3.1: System for ultrasonic testing

There are many different divisions of ultrasonic probes. They can be divided by the an-

gle at which they emit the ultrasonic waves, flat and angled ultrasonic probes [86]. They can

also be divided into double and focused ultrasonic probes [86] or by the number of piezoelec-

tric crystals that emit the ultrasonic wave to single element and multiple-element probes [86].

Another grouping of probes is by the frequency of emitted ultrasonic signals. Most ultrasonic

probes work at frequencies between 1MHz and 10MHz, however, there are probes that work

at frequencies lower than 50 kHz and higher than 200MHz. The usage of different probes de-

pends on the inspection. Lower frequencies are lower in resolution but have a greater depth of

penetration and vice versa. Ultrasonic probes are used for emitting and receiving the reflected

ultrasonic waves. There are probes that have separate elements and the ones where the same el-

ement is used for generating and receiving the ultrasonic signal. The received ultrasonic signal

is converted into the electric signal, which is amplified and sent to the ultrasonic receiver de-

vice. The signal is then sent to a PC application which serves to visualize the signals. Signals in

then converted into more suitable formats for the ultrasonic inspection. To conclude, ultrasonic

inspection is a process that can last for months, and it is very important to have high-quality

ultrasonic data in order to get a proper evaluation.

3.2 Ultrasonic data evaluation

Ultrasonic data evaluation is the second phase of the ultrasonic inspection. Depending on the

amount of data to be inspected, the evaluation can last anywhere from a week to a few months.

Ultrasonic data evaluation is currently done by human experts (inspectors) analyzing ultrasonic

data and looking for imperfections in the inspected material. In order to properly assess the data,

several inspectors have to look at all of the data and document every defect, or an indication

of the defect they find. To help the inspectors make the task slightly easier, inspectors have a
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series of different ultrasonic data representations to look at. They include A-scans, B-scans, and

C-scans. Usually, the process of the evaluation goes as follows.

First, the inspectors gather all of the available documentation of the size, shape, and material

of the inspected element. With this documentation, inspectors can rule out the reflections of

ultrasonic waves from the geometry of the inspected element as possible defects. In this way,

they also get a better understanding of the inspected material. The path of the further inspection

then depends on the element being inspected. There are different protocols for inspecting metal

blocks, pipes, bolts, or welds. Below, we will focus mainly on the inspection of metal blocks.

In this procedure, inspectors first look at the C-scan, the top view. There they modulate the

upper and lower limit of the depth projection to roughly locate all of the defects in all depths

of the material. After locating each defect, they assess them in more detail. They look at each

B-scan and document the defect’s depth, distance from the surface, and length across B-scans

(visible on the C-scan). It is very important to properly assess found defects and their threat

to the safety of the system. Not all defects are critical, and not all of them require immediate

reconstruction. Some of the newly found defects require constant monitoring in order to detect

when they become critical.

As the ultrasonic data evaluation can cost as much as a man-year amount of work time,

a form of assisted ultrasonic inspection would be of great influence to this field. However,

developing an automated defect detection from ultrasonic data is a highly complicated task.

Reflections from geometry, without the use of the documentation of the inspected block, are

hard to distinguish from the defects. Every inspection is different and since many different

ultrasonic probes could be used, a single assisted analysis can not be developed. Also, data

from the real ultrasonic inspection is hard to get by, so datasets are small and often not sufficient

for deep learning solutions. Furthermore, even if the assisted analysis would be developed,

certification of such software is still not officially set up. All these subjects will be addressed in

the following section of the thesis.
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Assisted analysis

Assisted analysis of ultrasonic data is a system that combines data processing algorithms and

the expert knowledge of inspectors to perform a rapid and accurate non-destructive inspection.

Since non-destructive testing is a crucial part of many production and maintenance segments of

the automotive, space, nuclear and other industries, assisted analysis is a topic of great research.

It has already been developed for some forms of non-destructive testing, however, assisted

ultrasonic testing still has to be properly developed. The development of the assisted ultrasonic

evaluation has many hurdles that have to be overcome.

4.1 Data processing algorithms

The main part of the assisted analysis are the data processing algorithms. Since ultrasonic data

is a group of ultrasonic signals, it is logical to use signal processing for the assisted analysis.

However, since human experts analyze data by visualizing it and looking at the images of the

scanned material, we use computer vision methods for the development of assisted analysis.

Analyzing B-scans and C-scans instead of signals, A-scans, have the advantage of keeping

the spatial information of the flaws which simplifies the detection and helps in differentiating

them from the noise or from other geometry produced echos [22]. Computer vision is a highly

researched topic, with many state-of-the-art convolutional deep-learning models. However, in

order to develop the assisted analysis, new models have to be developed that are suitable for this

specific task. As mentioned earlier, a challenge of small datasets needs to be acknowledged.

We solve this challenge with three approaches. First, by developing a generative model that is

able to generate high-quality synthetic ultrasonic B-scans. We then use the additional data to

improve the performance of the state-of-the-art defect detectors. We also develop a novel defect

detection model with a small number of parameters and a novel anchor architecture suitable for

detecting objects with extreme aspect ratios. While a small number of defects is a challenge

for developing supervised learning object detectors, it does not pose a problem for the self-
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supervised approach. That is why we research self-supervised anomaly detection deep-learning

models.

Data on which the algorithms are developed highly depend on the type of inspection be-

ing carried out. Data from the inspection of the reaction vessel of the nuclear power plant is

completely different from the inspection of pipes or bolts. This is why we need different deep-

learning models for each inspection. A scheme of the development of deep-learning assisted

analysis algorithms is shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Deep-learning models for assisted analysis

The most important task of data processing algorithms in assisted analysis is to detect all

defects. Further evaluation of the defect’s size, shape, and importance to the structure can be

left to the inspectors to evaluate. However, if inspectors could be assisted in the detection of

all defects in the block, it would significantly shorten the time needed for the overall analysis.

Developed algorithms need to be reliable so that inspectors could trust they would not miss

a single defect. As to date, there are no certification protocols for deep-learning algorithms

for non-destructive evaluation. This is why it is important to thoroughly test the algorithms.

Usage of the developed deep-learning algorithms should always be taken with a grain of salt

and with good knowledge of their internal work. The best-case scenario would be using the

deep-learning algorithms on the same type of data from the same inspection that it was trained

on. This would pose a significant improvement in the present data evaluation. For example, the

first inspection of some nuclear power plants should be done by hand, data should be gathered

and labeled. Every next inspection of the same power plant could be done using deep learning,

since the data would be similar and algorithms would be properly tested.
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4.2 Evaluation of developed algorithms

Proper evaluation of the developed algorithms is the key to safe assisted analysis and non-

destructive evaluation. This is why in this thesis and all of the published works the evaluation

is given great thoughts.

For evaluating the synthetic data generation, we made two experiments. We trained a deep

learning defect detection network with the real data and with the synthetic data, and compared

the results by testing the network on a separate real dataset. Generative networks were trained on

the same dataset the defect detection network was trained on. We achieved higher performance

when the defect detection network was trained using the synthetic data [24]. This shows that

synthetic data is highly realistic, but even more diverse than the real dataset. It also shows

the importance of the big training dataset. We also tested the synthetic data with the help of

inspectors. Human experts could not discriminate the synthetic data from the real ultrasonic

data. We concluded that by doing a statistical analysis of the blind test with the inspectors [87].

Evaluation of the defect detection methods, both supervised [88] and self-supervised [89] is

similar. We have to prove that both methods are able to successfully detect all defects. In order

to get a better evaluation of the algorithms, we made sure that we tested on each separate block,

and report the results.
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The main scientific contributions of the
thesis

The main scientific contributions of the thesis are the following: first and foremost, a deep

learning-based synthetic generation method for generating high quality realistic ultrasonic data

has been developed [Pub1, Pub2, Pub3]; second, a deep-learning-based defect detector method

with custom parameters, trained using additional synthetic ultrasonic data generated with the

deep learning-based method [Pub1]; and third, a method for defect detection in ultrasonic im-

ages using the self-supervised deep-learning approach and a new model for localization of de-

fects with extreme aspect ratios using the supervised deep-learning approach [Pub4, Pub5].

5.1 A new deep-learning generative adversarial network

Generative adversarial networks (GANs) are one of popular the approaches to generate realistic,

synthetic data. Since the initially proposed concept in 2014. many variations have been made.

These state-of-the-art models are able to generate realistic images of various human portraits or

streets as seen from the car. However, not much work has been done to generate images with

objects in predefined locations. Furthermore, many researchers compete in generating the most

realistic image possible, however, the practical usage of such technology is not clear. In the

field of ultrasonic non-destructive evaluation, a dataset with a lot of images containing defects

is very valuable. This data can be used for the training of deep-learning defect detectors or to

train new human experts in this field.

Successfully developing the GAN network that is stable in training and doesn’t suffer from

mode collapse, non-convergence or diminishing gradient is a feat of its own. The main contribu-

tion of this thesis is the development of a new state-of-the-art generative network that performs

better when compared to other state-of-the-art methods. We bring some innovations to the field

with the new generative model.
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Generating objects on predefined locations on images is a task important in order to create a

whole dataset with bounding-box annotations. Using the traditional approach to GANs it is not

possible to know where the objects will be in the generated images. By using an image-to-image

translation problem with our GAN we make it possible. By inputting the binary image with

the visible bounding box location of the object to be generated, we predetermine the desired

position of the defect, but not its shape. This adds to the variety of generated defects, but also

removes the need of segmenting the training dataset (labeling bounding boxes is much easier for

the object detection task). However, there is no way for the generator to know if he did a good

job in placing the defect in the right location. That is why we add a discriminator with spatial

awareness. In this new model, we added an object detector pretrained on the same dataset as

the training dataset for the GAN which guides the generator in the defect placement.

By using this new model, we generate a set of images and compare their quality to other

state-of-the-art models in the field. We develop an experiment that involved human experts on

ultrasonic non-destructive evaluation and a statistical evaluation of the acquired data. Our novel

model outperforms other models by a significant margin.

5.2 A deep-learning based defect detector method

There have been some attempts to develop an efficient and accurate automatic or assisted defect

detection algorithm. However, as mentioned before, the challenge is to acquire enough data

for the training of state-of-the-art modern object detectors on the ultrasonic dataset. With our

new method, we generated 200,000 labeled synthetic images and trained a new state-of-the-art

model for defect detection. As the base detection model, we used the YOLOv3 model, adapted

its hyperparameters like anchor parameters, and trained it using both real and synthetic labeled

data. This way we once again proved the quality of our synthetic dataset and a novel GAN.

Furthermore, we explored the possibility of creating a custom architecture fit for the task of

ultrasonic defect detection. This custom defect detector, which is at the moment state-of-the-

art, is based on the EfficientDet detector. It has a novel, more efficient feature extractor that is

trainable with a smaller training dataset. It also features a detection head adapted for the task

of ultrasonic defect detection. Since defects usually have extreme aspect ratios, standard object

detector anchors are not able to cover all of the image locations. With these custom anchor

architecture, the challenge is solved.

5.3 A deep-learning based anomaly detection method

The third approach to the lack of labeled positive data in the training dataset is to not use it at

all. By utilizing self-supervised learning, we can avoid needing the labeled defected data in the
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training dataset. A lot of work has been done recently in the field of unsupervised and self-

supervised learning. Anomaly detection has seen high attention from researchers. Many new

anomaly detection models with state-of-the-art performance have been developed. However,

hardly any research on this field has been done in the field of ultrasonic testing.

We trained a series of state-of-the-art anomaly detection models and compared their perfor-

mances on our ultrasonic non-destructive testing dataset. We also compared their performance

with the supervised-learning approach using the popular classifier networks. We also proposed

our improvements to the best-performing Patch Distribution Modeling Framework.
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Conclusion and future work

6.1 The main conclusions of the thesis

These thesis conclusions can be divided into three parts that bring us to the one greater epilogue.

In the first part of the thesis, we discuss the value of the data. We recognize the challenge of

having to develop an accurate deep-learning solution for defect detection with only a small

amount of data. As a solution to the challenge, we provide three contributions, each with its

own conclusion.

First, by developing the deep-learning synthetic data generation network we find a solution

to the main bottleneck of the deep-learning, the data. Our network generates high-resolution

high-quality ultrasonic images with defects on predefined locations. It is the first such net-

work for generating synthetic ultrasonic data. With multiple experiments, we demonstrate the

performance of the network. First, using another deep-learning model we gain a performance

boost of the defect detector using the synthetic images, which proves that these images are not

only realistic but more diverse than the initial dataset of real images. Furthermore, with the

help of human experts, we compared a few approaches to generating synthetic ultrasonic data.

Statistical analysis of the blind test conclude that experts were not able to distinguish ultrasonic

images generated with our generative network from the real images. However, they successfully

distinguished between real data and other approaches to generating synthetic data. With this,

we conclude that generating synthetic data in the field of ultrasonic non-destructive testing is a

highly valued solution to many of the field’s challenges. With this additional data, new human

experts could be taught the task of the analysis of ultrasonic data. Also, this data can be used to

help in training new deep-learning networks for ultrasonic data analysis.

Deep-learning with all of the research that has been done in recent years looks like a solu-

tion to all of the real-world challenges. However, modern state-of-the-art object detectors are

only tested on large, common, public datasets. They perform great on these datasets, but we

show that they have some deficiencies when put to test in the real-world applications. Most
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objects that are found in these public datasets are common objects like vehicles, animals and

people and their bounding boxes’ aspect ratios are close to one. However, defects in ultrasonic

data are mostly elongated and have extreme aspect ratios. Furthermore, reflections of ultra-

sonic waves from defects highly resemble reflections from the geometry of the inspected block,

which makes it hard to train a self-supervised model on this data. Even in synthetic data gen-

eration, ultrasonic data stands out from the large public datasets. Ultrasonic data background

noise is hard to generate realistically, such noise is not common in other large public datasets.

By solving these deficiencies, we develop a novel deep-learning object detector suitable for de-

tecting objects with extreme aspect ratios. Our new feature extractor for the object detector has

a smaller number of parameters, so it requires a smaller training dataset. This way, we are able

to enhance the performance of the defect detector while making it faster. Our second conclu-

sion states the importance of developing usage-specific deep-learning networks for real-world

applications. Although state-of-the-art popular deep-learning architectures are able to produce

satisfying results, to get the extra performance that is critical for the specific field, challenges

and deficiencies have to be acknowledged.

As for the third approach to solving the ultrasonic non-destructive testing data analysis chal-

lenge, we presented the self-supervised approach. Since the anomaly detection approach does

not use any defective data for training, it is useful for the challenges with a small number of de-

fective samples in the training set and a large variety of such. Many different anomaly detection

models have been developed in recent times, however, none of them were tested on a real-world

ultrasonic non-destructive testing dataset. We tested a series of state-of-the-art anomaly detec-

tion models and compared the results. Using the prior knowledge of the ultrasonic testing, we

introduced our improvements to the models. Anomaly detection outperforms standard super-

vised learning classifiers when the share of positive samples in the training dataset is around

a few percent of the whole training dataset. We conclude that there are circumstances where

anomaly detection on ultrasonic images outperforms supervised learning, however much yet

need to be done to improve the performance of these models.

We conclude that the automated or assisted analysis of the data from ultrasonic non-destructive

testing is possible and has been developed as a part of this thesis. The performance of such sys-

tems should not be based on standard computer vision evaluation metrics. Systems should be

tested and evaluated the same as a human expert would be, with rigorous tests to see the ability

to detect all defects with a small percentage of false positives. We believe that research work

and contributions that can be found in this thesis will serve as a foundation to the further de-

velopment of such systems, not only in non-destructive testing but other similar science and

industry fields.
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6.2 Future work

When considering future research directions, one possibility is to extend the research into other

types of ultrasonic inspection. In this thesis, we focused mainly on the testing of different metal

blocks, but there are many other types of inspections being done. Such as, inspection of the

pipelines and welds, which are two other common inspections. Different inspections include

different type of data that requires a different approach than is demonstrated in this thesis.

In terms of improving the results of the synthetic data generation and defect detection, future

research could be looking more into the full 3D ultrasonic data examination. Data being pro-

cessed could be transformed into a full 3D view of the examined specimen, e.g. metal block.

With this type of data, new deep-learning models could be developed with improved perfor-

mance. However, this approach would require even more data than the one presented in this

thesis, and as such would have its own set of challenges.

For assisted analysis to become more reliable and to be proven in the field of non-destructive

testing, further tests and evaluations should be done. All of the developed models should be

certified in order for them to be used in real inspections. A formal evaluation of the developed

algorithms should be established for all of the existing algorithms and the ones that are yet to

be developed. However, a human expert should always remain present at the inspection and

evaluation.
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erative adversarial network with the ability of generating objects at predefined locations. The

method is used to improve the state-of-the-art deep-learning based defect detector. Using the

additional synthetic data for the training set, the performance of the defect detector is improved.

[Pub2] In the paper ”Generating Ultrasonic Images Indistinguishable from Real Images
Using Generative Adversarial Networks” three approaches to generating synthetic ultrasonic

non-destructive testing images are evaluated, including our own deep-learning based generative

network. A test is conducted with human experts on ultrasonic data evaluation, where they

assess the quality of each shown image without knowing if it is generated or not. Using the

statistical student t-test analysis, results show that our generative network outperforms all other

approaches by a significant margin.

[Pub3] In the paper "Synthetic 3D Ultrasonic Scan Generation Using Optical Flow and
Generative Adversarial Networks" a model for generating 3D ultrasonic scans is proposed.

Two approaches were researched, one using optical flow and the other using the GAN. Both

methods were able to generate a 3D ultrasonic block by generating a series of correlated B-

scans. The evaluation of the scans is

[Pub4] In the paper "Deep Learning-Based Anomaly Detection From Ultrasonic Im-
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ages" the author has proposed a self-supervised learning approach to ultrasonic non-destructive

data evaluation. Since the self-supervised approach uses only normal images, of which there is

plenty, it is able to outperform state-of-the-art supervised learning classifiers when the share of

positive examples is around a few percent of the whole dataset.

[Pub5] In the paper ”DefectDet: a deep learning architecture for detection of defects
with extreme aspect ratios in ultrasonic images" the author proposed a novel object detection

deep-learning model for defect detection. It features a novel feature extractor and the detection

head adapted for defects with extreme aspect ratios by changing the anchor distribution on the

image.
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• An improvement of almost 6% of average precision was achieved when training on a combined dataset of real and

images generated with our GAN
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a b s t r a c t

Non-destructive testing is a set of techniques for defect detection in materials. While the set of imaging
techniques is manifold, ultrasonic imaging is the one used the most. The analysis is mainly performed by
human inspectors manually analyzing the acquired images. A low number of defects in real ultrasonic
inspections and legal issues concerning data from such inspections make it difficult to obtain proper
results from automatic ultrasonic image (B-scan) analysis. The goal of presented research is to obtain
an improvement of the detection results by expanding the training data set with realistic synthetic sam-
ples. In this paper, we present a novel deep learning Generative Adversarial Network model for generat-
ing realistic ultrasonic B-scans with defects in distinct locations. Furthermore, we show that generated B-
scans can be used for synthetic data augmentation, and can improve the performances of deep convolu-
tional neural object detection networks. Our novel method was developed on a dataset with almost 4000
images and more than 6000 annotated defects. When trained only on real data, detector can achieve an
average precision of 70%. By training only on generated data the results increased to 72%, and by mixing
generated and real data we achieve almost 76% average precision. We believe that synthetic data gener-
ation can generalize to other tasks with limited data. It could also be used for training human personnel.

� 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Non-destructive testing (NDT) is widely used in science and
industry to evaluate properties of materials, components, or sys-
tems without causing damage [1]. Many different methods are
available such as visual examination, ultrasonic, eddy current, to
name a few. Among them, ultrasonic testing (UT) stands out due
to its versatility. Some of the advantages of UT include high sensi-
tivity for most of the materials [2], high signal to noise ratio [3] and
the ability to precisely determine the location and the type of the
defect [2]. Ultrasonic data can be represented in several different
formats suitable for analysis including A, B, or C-scans [4]. An A-
scan shows signal’s amplitude as a function of time, B-scan dis-
plays a cross-sectional view of the inspected material, and a C-
scan provides a top view of its projected features [5]. During anal-
ysis, inspectors simultaneously use multiple data representations
in order to make a decision and evaluate the data.

Automated analysis has long been used in many NDT systems.
However, so far it has been limited to classical decision-making
algorithms such as amplitude thresholding [6]. Complex data such
as the one from ultrasonic inspection makes it hard to develop an
automated analysis. All ultrasonic analysis is, to the best of our
knowledge, done manually by a trained human inspector. It makes
ultrasonic analysis highly reliant on the inspector’s experience. The
automated analysis could make the process much faster and more
reliable. There have been some attempts in developing an auto-
mated UT analysis [5–9], but very few of them involve using deep
learning and modern deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
on B-scans. The prerequisite for using deep learning is a large,
annotated dataset. Due to a low number of flaws in real ultrasonic
inspections and legal issues considering data from such inspections
available data is limited. Data is the biggest drawback in the devel-
opment of proper automated/assisted ultrasonic analysis. This
challenge can also be found in many medical image analysis tasks
[10] where, due to the rarity of some pathology and patient privacy
issues, data availability is very modest. Furthermore, unlike medi-
cal datasets, there are no publicly available UT datasets.

Researchers attempt to overcome this problem by using trans-
fer learning [11] in combination with freezing the backend CNN
layers [12] which is shown to enhance the accuracy of models.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2021.06.094
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Using data augmentation is also the standard procedure for net-
work training. However, data augmentation methods are limited
and only slightly change some aspects of existing images (e.g.
brightness modulation). Very limited additional information can
be gained by such modifications. Synthetic data generation of
high-quality images is a new type of state-of-the-art data augmen-
tation [13]. Generative models such as generative adversarial net-
works (GANs) offer more variability and enrich the dataset to
further improve the training process.

In this work, we present a novel GAN architecture for generat-
ing high-quality and realistic UT B-scans. Afterwards, we demon-
strate that generated images can be used to train an object
detection neural network to detect defects in real images. We show
that images generated using our method improve the detector’s
average precision by more points than previous state-of-the-art
augmentation techniques.

1.1. Contributions

The main contributions of this work are the following:

� a novel GAN architecture for generating high-quality ultrasonic
images with objects at precise locations,

� experimental demonstration that expanding the ultrasonic
dataset with generated synthetic data increases the perfor-
mance of the defect detector,

� to the best of our knowledge, this is the first time a GAN is
trained on ultrasonic NDT images.

1.2. Related work

Data availability is a major problem when using deep learning
for defect detection. B-scans are the ideal data representation for
accurately detecting defects and further estimating their depth
and size. However, most authors focus on developing methods
for A-scan analysis because it is easier to gather enough data.
Developed algorithms for defect detection can be divided into
three groups related to data representation being used; A-scans
[7,8,14–23], B-scans [5,6,24,25] and C-scans [26,27]. The A-scan
analysis is the most researched group of all which is also related
to the data problem. Developed algorithms mostly include a com-
bination of wavelet transform [14–19,9], discrete Fourier trans-
form [7,21] or discrete cosine transform [21] and a support
vector machine or artificial neural network classifier. B-scans keep
the geometrical coherence of the defect, as can be seen in Fig. 1,
which leads to a better noise invariance [24]. However, the analysis
of B-scans can only be seen in a few works [5,6]. In [5] two popular
deep learning object detection models, YOLOv3 [28] and SSD [29],
have been used for defect detection. In [6] a deep learning classifier
has been tested on augmented images, but with only three defects
in the specimen block. Regarding C-scans, in [26] a method based
on the comparison of the scan with a reconstructed reference
image has been made. The method was able to detect all defects
in their dataset, but with a high number of false-positive detec-
tions. There have also been some attempts in estimating defects
from noisy measurements using Bayesian analysis [27].

There have been some attempts in using data augmentation to
enlarge existing datasets. As mentioned, in [6], although only three
defects were present in the test block, a copy/pasting data augmen-
tation has been used to enlarge the dataset for training a deep
learning detector. There are many variations on pasting and blend-
ing objects on the background in order to make the images look as
realistic as possible. For instance, it can be done using Gaussian
blur or Poisson blending [30] to smooth the edges. In [31] a com-
parison between different merging techniques has been made,
using a combination of blending methods performed the best for

most objects. On the other hand in [32] authors have pasted
objects on random backgrounds and achieved improvements with-
out any blending. Finally, generative adversarial networks (GANs)
have recently become a popular choice for synthetic data genera-
tion and augmentation. GANs were first conceptualized in [33] in
2014. They can be used to generate images, video, audio, text,
and much more. The development of the GAN came a long way
in a short period of time. There are many different GAN architec-
tures. Interesting approaches to GANs are image-to-image transla-
tion models. They are used for style transfer between images [34],
image inpainting [35] and even generating images from masks
[36]. One of the examples of those models is the Pix2pixGAN
[36] and its successor pix2pixHD [37]. GANs show promising
results in generating realistic images for human faces from noise
with StyleGan2 [38] or converting position mask images to
street-view with Pix2pixHD. A lot of work has been done for
enlarging data sets in medical imagery. Pix2pixHD has proved to
be useful in generating skin lesion images using semantic label
maps [39]. An Inception-v4-based classifier [40] has been trained
using real and combined real and data generated with the Pix2-
pixHD. Training the classifier on a combined real and generated
data achieved a 1% improvement of the area under the ROC curve.
In [13] authors have applied the GAN framework to synthesize
high-quality liver lesion images for improved classification. In
[41] authors have developed a multi-channel GAN (M-GAN) to
generate PET images from CT scans. A similar approach with a
cGAN has been made in [42,43]. Using generated data, they have
achieved a 28% reduction in average false positive per case. Gener-
ating MR images from CT scans with paired and unpaired data has
been researched in [44]. An MR-GAN with a concept inspired by
CycleGAN [34] has been developed for this purpose. In [45] a
DCGAN has been employed to generate realistic brain MR images.
Data augmentation using non-convolutional GAN has been tested
on three different non-image datasets [46]. Generated data has
performed even better than real data when classifying using a
Decision Tree (DT) classifier.

1.3. Outline

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a
detailed description of the used dataset. Section 3 describes the
experimental procedure. Proposed GAN architecture and copy/-
pasting method are presented in Section 4. Results are shown in
Section 5 follow by the conclusion in Section 6.

Fig. 1. Example of an ultrasonic B-scan with defects. The defects are indicated by
bounding boxes.
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2. Dataset

The dataset was obtained by scanning six steel blocks contain-
ing artificially created defects in the internal structure. Blocks var-
ied in size and contained between six to 34 defects. In total there
were 68 defects. Blocks were scanned using INETEC Dolphin scan-
ner with a phased array probe. An INETEC phased array ultrasound
transducer with a central frequency of 2.25 MHz was used. Angles
ranging from 45 degrees up to 79 degrees with a 2-degree incre-
ment were acquired during the scanning. Blocks were also scanned
with a skew of zero and 180 degrees. INETEC SignyOne data acqui-
sition and analysis software was used to process the data and cre-
ate B-scans (further noted as images) that were used in the dataset.
Data were converted to B-scans as-is, without pseudo-coloring, as
grayscale images. All images were converted into patches of size
256x256 pixels and annotated by multiple human experts. There
were in total 3825 images with a total of 6238 annotations. We
split the dataset into subsets for training, validation and testing.
Details of the train, validation and test subsets can be seen
in Table 1. Each subset contains unique defects that do not appear
in other subsets. Our dataset is highly realistic and finding all of the
defects is challenging even for the human inspectors. As for the
copy/pasting method, we copied the defects from the training sub-
set in the form of the rectangle patches from the annotations and
pasted them on the empty UT backgrounds. There were 3400
empty UT backgrounds from all of the blocks and 4283 defect
patches from the training subset.

3. Synthetic data generation

The acquired dataset is not large enough to properly train an
object detector to detect defects. For this reason, we propose two
methods to expand our dataset with synthetic data.

In this section, we have described the procedure of the experi-
ment in this work. We developed two methods for synthetic image
generation and use a state-of-the-art object detector for defect
detection to test the quality of the generated data. We start by
describing the current state-of-the-art method for generating
images and proceed to describe a deep learning approach with
our GAN. We then explain the usage of the object detector in the
experiment.

Our first generative method is a copy/pasting (C/P) technique.
Copy/pasting is a very logical method for enlarging the ultrasonic
dataset because of the large number of B-scans without defects.
We call these images canvases because we paste extracted defects
on them. We extracted all of the defects from the training set and
pasted them on canvases in random locations. The exact method is
explained in the next section. An example of an empty image can-
vas, extracted defect, its pseudo mask, and the resulting image can
be seen in Fig. 2.

The second method we propose is our own GAN architecture for
the purpose of generating UT B-scans. Our GAN is an image-to-
image GAN. This means that the position mask used as the net-
work’s input is translated to a realistic B-scan with defects at spec-
ified positions. We make position masks from all annotated images
in the training set. An example of an input–output pair is shown in
Fig. 3. Position masks on the input of the generator serve as a loca-
tion label for the desired position of the defect on the generated

image. The main novelty of our GAN is the usage of a pre-trained
object detector for training the GAN. We use the object detector
as an additional discriminator to provide information on the qual-
ity of the defect on the generated image when compared to the real
image. It is important that the defect is positioned accurately as
drawn in the position mask and that it is merged well with the
background. After training the GAN we generated new position
masks used for the generation of synthetic data. We determine
the sizes and shapes of the defects on the position masks by
extracting the aspect ratios of all annotations from the training
set. Our generated images contain between one and four defects
per image.

To estimate the quality of the generated images we used a pop-
ular object detector YOLOv3 [28]. This detector was already proven
to work well for the task of defect detection from UT images in [5].
It is currently the state-of-the-art in defect detection. We first
trained the detector using only real images and some traditional
augmentations explained in the next section. We then tried train-
ing the object detector with images generated using the copy/paste
method. We also trained the detector with a combination of real
and generated images. Finally, we generated synthetic data with
our GAN and again trained the object detector with generated
images and a combination of real and generated data. Each of the
trained versions of the object detector was tested on the same test
dataset described in the previous section. Also, the same validation
set was used in all three training variations.

4. Methods

In this section, a detailed explanation of developed methods is
given. First, the copy/pasting method is described. Then the archi-
tecture of our proposed GAN is described with all of its special fea-
tures. In the end, a short overview of the used object detector is
given.

4.1. Copy/paste method

We used copy/paste method as a baseline to illustrate the com-
plexity of generating synthetic data. While these images might
look visually appealing, they are not of the same quality as the ones
generated by the GAN.

As mentioned in Section 2 we have previously extracted
defects from images in the training set. We paste them on ran-
dom locations on images without visible defects. The process
goes as follows. First, we randomly pick a canvas and randomly
select the defect that will be pasted on it. We then put a thresh-
old on a defect image. We make a binary pseudo mask by creat-
ing a binary image from the thresholded image and dilate it for
two iterations with a 5x5 kernel. We then use the mask to
extract only the defect from the initial defect patch image. We
randomly select the position where we will paste the defect
and calculate the compatibility of the selected defect background
and the canvas on that location. We calculate the compatibility
by calculating an intensity value of the background of the canvas
and the defect. If these two values do not differ by more than
5%, we accept the proposed location. If these two values differ
by more than 5% we try to select another location. We then
select another image/canvas pair and repeat the process. For
each new image, we set the limit of 100 attempts after which
we just move on to generate another image. Usually, this limit
is rarely reached since the right pair of canvas/defect nad loca-
tion is usually found quickly. When the right pair is found, we
proceed to paste the defect on the canvas. We first adapt the
brightness of the defect to even further match the one from
the canvas. We calculate the brightness of the location on the

Table 1
Number of images and annotations in train, validation and test subsets

TRAIN VALIDATION TEST

Number of images 2278 379 1168
Number of annotations 4283 745 1210
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canvas and adapt the brightness of the defect to it. All that is left
after that is to paste the defect. We concatenate the canvas and
the defect, calculate the per pixel minimum of the two and
merge it into one resulting image.

Samples of the real image, image generated with our GAN, and
image generated with a copy/paste method are shown in Fig. 5.

4.2. GAN

The basic architecture of GAN is a combination of two neural
networks, a generator, and a discriminator. The generator gener-
ates high-quality images from random noise. Noisy input helps
generate a wide selection of images from the learnt distribution.
Discriminator on the other hand tries to distinguish between gen-
erated images and the real ones. The constant rivalry between the
generator and the discriminator is what makes GANs adversarial.
Mathematically, discriminator and generator play a minimax game
with the following function [47]:

min
G

max
D

VðD;GÞ ¼Es½logðDðsÞÞ�þ ð1Þ
Ez½1� logðDðGðzÞÞÞ�

where : G ¼ the generator
D ¼ the discriminator
s ¼ training sample
z ¼ random variable

The goal of the generator is to maximize the probability of dis-
criminator labeling generated images as real samples and the dis-
criminator has the goal of minimizing that probability while being
able to label real data as such. This neural network configuration
enables unsupervised learning of both generator and discrimina-
tor. For image generating purposes it is convenient to use convolu-
tion operations in GAN which is presented in Deep Convolutional
GAN (DCGAN) [48].

We call our GAN the DetectionGAN (DetGAN) for its specific
architecture. We base it on the Pix2pixHD implementing some of
the features from it. Our DetectionGAN consists of a U-net genera-
tor with skip connections, two PatchGAN discriminators [36] that
work on different scales and a pre-trained object detector which
serves as an additional discriminator. We train the proposed GAN
with image pairs of real images and their position masks. Position
masks can be viewed as a conditional input of the generator and
the discriminator. This version of GAN is called a conditional
GAN and its objective can be express as:

Fig. 2. Example of (from left to right) an empty canvas (B-scan without defects), an extracted defect and its binary pseudo mask, and resulting generated image.

Fig. 3. Example of GAN input position mask (left) and corresponding desired output with the defect (right).
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min
G

max
D

VðD;GÞ ¼ ExÞ½logðDðx; sÞÞ� þ Ez½1� logðDðx;Gðx; zÞÞÞ� ð2Þ

where: x = conditional variable
Input to the generator is the position mask defining the position

of the defect. Proposed GAN does not have an input noise. The out-
put of the generator is connected to the discriminators and the
object detector. There is a total of 54,409,603 parameters in the
generator. All of them are randomly initialized and trained. Unlike
in Pix2pixHD, we do not use a two-stage generator nor do we
upscale the position mask to generate a higher resolution image.
We use skip connections with concatenation in the generator.

Discriminator has a position mask concatenated to the gener-
ated or real image as an input. Image and mask are concatenated
across the channels axis. The goal of the concatenation of the posi-
tion mask and the image is to provide information on the position
of defects in the image for the discriminator. This concatenation
leads to an improvement as shown in Section 5. Discriminator gets
the real and the generated image during each step as an input. In
order to discriminate images on two different scales, we use two
discriminators. This way we can generate more realistic images
with both coarse and fine details. Both discriminators have
1,391,554 parameters that are randomly initialized.

For the additional discriminator we use a YOLO object detector
during this experiment, but any other object detector could be
used. Usage of the YOLO discriminator helps the GANwith the gen-
eration of highly realistic images with defects in precise, desired
locations. We input the generated image and then the real image
and compare the outputs. We want these two outputs to be the
same so that there is no difference between the generated and real
image for the detector. This way we ensure defects are placed on
the exact locations and without any artifacts. Using an object
detector as a discriminator provides a significant improvement as
shown in Section 5. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
time an object detector has been used as a discriminator in a
GAN in order to enhance the quality of generated images.

An illustration of the proposed GAN is shown in Fig. 4. Filter
sizes of each layer of the generator and discriminators are noted

in the figure. Overall, the forward pass of our model can be
explained as:

GðxÞ ¼ g

D1ðconcatenateðx; rÞÞ ¼ d11; fm11

D1ðconcatenateðx; gÞÞ ¼ d12; fm12

ð3Þ
D2ðdownsampleðconcatenateðx; rÞÞÞ ¼ d21; fm21
D2ðdownsampleðconcatenateðx; gÞÞÞ ¼ d22; fm22
YðupsampleðrÞÞ ¼ y1
YðupsampleðgÞÞ ¼ y2

where : G ¼ the generator
D1 ¼ the discriminator 1
D2 ¼ the discriminator 2
Y ¼ the YOLO discriminator
g ¼ generated image
x ¼ positional mask
r ¼ real image
dij ¼ output of the discriminator
fmij ¼ second to last layer of discriminator
downsampleðÞ ¼ downsampling by a factor of 2
upsampleðÞ ¼ upsampling to 416x416 px

We train our GAN using a set of loss functions. For the genera-
tor, we use four different losses. At the output of the generator, we
calculate the L1 loss on the generated image and the paired real
image:

Ggloss ¼ jg � rj ð4Þ
For propagating discriminator output to the generator we use

the mean squared error loss:

Gdloss ¼ 1
2

X2

k¼1

dk1 � dk2ð Þ2 ð5Þ

We also use the feature matching loss for training the generator,
similar to the one in [37]:

Fig. 4. Simplified architecture of our DetectionGAN.
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Gfmloss ¼
X2

k¼1

1
2
jfmk1 � fmk2j ð6Þ

We also compare the output of all three scales of the object
detector when inputting the real image and the generated one.
We again use the L1 loss to propagate the error down to the
generator:

GYloss ¼ jy1 � y2j ð7Þ
For training the discriminator we use the mean square error

loss, just like it is used in Pix2pixHD. Since we have two discrimi-
nators we have a multi-task learning problem of

min
G

max
D1 ;D2

X

k¼1;2

LGAN G;Dkð Þ ð8Þ

4.3. Object detector

Our object detector, You Only Look Once (YOLO) version 3 is
taken from [5] where it proved to be able to detect defects with
high average precision.

YOLOv3 is an object detector that belongs to the one-stage
detector family. This means that the model directly searches for
objects’ presence at predefined places without performing a region
proposal step. The detector consists of a backbone network,
Darknet-53 [28], used to extract useful features from the image
and the detection head. The detection head is used for the localiza-
tion and classification of the objects. To improve invariability to
objects sizes, the detection process is performed at three different
scales using feature maps with resolutions: 13x13, 26x26, and
52x52. Each value of the feature map is used to perform three pre-
dictions (for objects of 3 different aspect ratios). The coordinates of
the bounding boxes can then be determined by decoding the pre-
dictions. Non-maximum-suppression and object threshold are also
performed after the decoding to limit the number of predicted
bounding boxes and keep only the boxes that encapsulate the
object the best. For the training of the GAN, we use outputs of
the three mentioned feature maps from the YOLO.

The aim of this work is to improve the performance of the object
detector using synthetic data. We train the object detector on real,
generated data, and a combination of those two. We train the net-
works with the same hyperparameters in order to have a fair com-
parison. We first trained the detector on real data, tuned the
hyperparameters to achieve the best possible performance and
used the same hyparameters for training with other data combina-
tions. We input images of size 416x416 pixels. We used a pre-
trained backbone and froze its parameters while training. Hence,

we trained only 20,974,518 of a total number of 61,576,342
parameters.

5. Experimental setup and results

5.1. Experimental setup

In this section, we describe the experiment and hyparameters
used to train our GAN and the object detector. Our experiment goes
as follows. We first trained an object detector with real data. This
trained network is used as the YOLO discriminator of our GAN.
We generated synthetic images using the copy/pasting method
and the GANmethod. We generated 200,000 synthetic images with
both the copy/paste and DetectionGAN method. We also trained
the DetectionGAN without using the object detector discriminator
and concatenation in the discriminators to compare the effective-
ness of each proposed modification. For each version of the pro-
posed GAN, we use the same position masks to generate
synthetic images. We again train the object detector using the gen-
erated data and compare results.

For training the object detector we used the following configu-
ration. We use batch size eight and Adam optimizer with a learning
rate of 1e-3. Anchor hyperparameters were calculated using the K-
means with Jaccard distance as proposed in [49]. Custom anchors
were calculated on the training set for all of the training combina-
tions. We slightly changed only the ignore threshold hyperparam-
eter to 0.6 from the original YOLO implementation. We used
checkpoints while training the model. An early stopping callback
was used to stop the training after the validation loss didn’t
improve for over eight epochs. We reduced the learning rate after
every two epochs with no improvement on the validation set. We
also used some basic augmentations while training all of the mod-
els. Those augmentations include horizontal image flipping, ran-
dom cropping, and HSV space modulation. We also tried training
the object detector without augmentations. It took us around
30 min to train the object detector. For testing the object detector
we used the following hyperparameters. The object threshold of
YOLO was 0.001 while the non-maximum suppression threshold
was 0.5 and the intersection over union threshold was 0.5. These
hyperparameters are a standard for evaluating object detection
challenges and were used in [5].

We train our GAN as follows. Position masks for the input of the
GAN are of size 256x256 pixels, as well as the generated images.
For training the generator we use an Adam optimizer with a
first-moment term of 0.5, the second one of 0.999, and a learning
rate of 0.0002. One of our discriminators has an input image of
256x256 pixels, while the other one has a downscaled image of

Fig. 5. Samples of (from left to right): real image, an image generated with copy/paste method, an image generated with DetectionGAN. In each image, the defects are
indicated by a bounding box.
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128x128 pixels as an input. We train discriminators using Adam
optimizer with the same parameters as the generator.

We use the pre-trained object detector and do not train it dur-
ing training the GAN. We implement a set of simple data augmen-
tations for training the GAN including horizontal flipping,
brightness modulation, and random cropping. These data augmen-
tations enable us to achieve great results in training the GAN and
generating high-quality images. With data augmentation, we
expand the training subset to over 9000 images. We train the
GAN for 800 epochs and for the last 100 epochs we linearly reduce
the learning rate to zero. Each epoch corresponds to one pass
through all the images in the training dataset. We trained with a
batch size eight. The training takes around 96 h using a single NVI-
DIA RTX 2080Ti graphics card. Although this may seem like a long
time it is similar to the training time of pix2pix [36]. Taking into
consideration the number of images in the training subset, the
number of epochs, and the complexity of the whole GAN it is the
expected training duration.

5.2. Results and discussion

The performance of the proposed approach was tested on a test
subset. As described in Section 3 we test the quality of generated
images by training an object detector on real and generated
images. We used an average precision (AP) metric for assessing
the performance of an object detector on a test set. Each experi-
ment with the object detector was run three times. In tables, we
present the mean value and the standard deviation for each result.
Generated images used in this test were not handpicked but ran-
domly generated.

Detailed results can be seen in Table 2. We ran the training of
the object detector on real data with and without data augmenta-
tion. Using the C/P method for image synthesis did not provide any
improvements in the detection. When training only on C/P images
we acquire a result of only 51% AP on the same test set. When
training on the combination of both real and C/P images we again
do not get any improvements. The reason could be that this data
has some artifacts when compared to the real images. Although
visually, both images generated with DetectionGAN and with the
copy/paste method look realistic, the object detector tends to learn
wrong features and can not converge to a better model than the
one trained on real images. However, we achieved an improvement
with DetectionGAN-generated images when opposed to training
the object detector with only real images. An improvement of 2%
has been achieved while training only on DetectionGAN-
generated images, and an improvement of almost 6% of AP was
achieved when training on a combined dataset of real and images
generated with our GAN. As a reference, experiments with two ver-
sions of the DetectionGAN without the object detector discrimina-
tor and without position mask and image concatenation in the

discriminator were made. Both versions perform worse than our
DetectionGAN.

The final score for defect detection is almost 76%, which seems
rather low, but this is due to a very difficult dataset used, which is
problematic even for human inspectors. Such problematic datasets
are the primary target for result improvements. The presented
results demonstrate that we have obtained our initial goal of
improving the detection results using realistic synthetic samples
produced by our generation method. The results also show that
the existing generative methods are not capable of generating
images of sufficient quality to improve the performance of the
defect detector.

This experiment indicates that it is important to have the most
realistic data as it is possible to achieve an improvement. We illus-
trated the complexity of the problem of generating synthetic data
for training the object detector. Our proposed GAN can generate
highly realistic data that can improve the object detector’s
performance.

6. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we propose a novel generative adversarial net-
work for generating highly realistic B-scans (images) from position
mask images. Our DetectionGAN generates highly realistic ultra-
sonic images from position masks that can be used to train an
object detector. We achieved an improvement of almost 6% while
training on a combination of generated and real data. We also
developed a copy/pasting method based on the previous state-of-
the-art approach for data augmentation to compare it to our pro-
posed method. As we didn’t cherry-pick DetectionGAN-generated
images all of the generated images were proven to be of high
quality.

With the increasing problem of lack of data and advances in
generating high-quality synthetic data, networks such as our
DetectionGAN could be used in many science and industry fields.
In future work, DetectionGAN should be tested using different
object detectors as discriminators. Also, other state-of-the-art
object detectors should be tested on this dataset.
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• Our GAN is able to generate images indistinguishable from real ultrasonic images.
• The most thorough statistical quality analysis to-date is shown in this work.
• Evaluation of generated images has been conducted with the participation of experts.
• Inspectors have not been able to distinguish between real and generated images.
• Generated synthetic ultrasonic images can be used for education of inspectors.
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A B S T R A C T
Ultrasonic imaging is widely used for non-destructive evaluation in various industry applications. Earlydetection of defects in materials is the key to keeping the integrity of inspected structures. Currently, therehave been some attempts to develop models for automated defect detection on ultrasonic data. To push theperformance of these models even further more data is needed to train deep convolutional neural networks.A lot of data is also needed for training human experts. However, gathering a sufficient amount of datafor training is a challenge due to the rare occurrence of defects in real inspection scenarios. This is whyinspection results heavily depend on the inspector’s previous experience. To overcome these challenges, wepropose the use of Generative Adversarial Networks for generating realistic ultrasonic images. To the best ofour knowledge, this work is the first one to show that a Generative Adversarial Network is able to generateimages indistinguishable from real ultrasonic images. The most thorough statistical quality analysis to dateof generated ultrasonic images has been conducted with the participation of human expert inspectors. Theexperimental results show that images generated using our Generative Adversarial Network provide the highestquality images compared to other published methods.

1. Introduction
Defect detection is the crucial part of non-destructive evaluation(NDE) required for properly assessing the integrity of the inspectedstructure. However, detecting defects and estimating their position,shape, and size is a tiring task for every human inspector. The inspec-tor’s ability to detect defects is highly correlated with the inspector’sprevious experience in inspections of such materials. NDE is a set oftechniques for the evaluation of the integrity of inspected materialswithout causing any damage to them [1]. Popular methods include vi-sual inspection, eddy current, and ultrasonic to name a few. Ultrasonicinspection stands out due to its ability to accurately determine the sizeand position of defects both shallow and deep in the material [2]. Itcan be used to inspect large facilities such as nuclear power plants,pipelines, and railway tracks.In order to improve the speed and reliability of inspections andtherefore reduce their price, an automated analysis should be devel-oped. Even more than human experts, automated systems require largeamounts of data for training. This can be a challenge since ultrasonicNDE datasets are not widely available. Furthermore, data from fieldinspections are often protected under non-disclosure agreements and

∗ Corresponding author.E-mail addresses: luka.posilovic@fer.hr (L. Posilović), duje.medak@fer.hr (D. Medak), marko.subasic@fer.hr (M. Subašić), marko.budimir@inetec.hr(M. Budimir), sven.loncaric@fer.hr (S. Lončarić).

should be destroyed after the inspection. Only available data usedfor training novice human inspectors and automated defect detectionsystems are the ones from calibration and test blocks with artificialdefects generated in them. These blocks come with a high productioncomplexity and price, therefore there is always a limited supply ofthem. Even with many such blocks, it is only possible to gather a limitednumber of images, which limits the deep learning approach. That iswhy there have only been a few attempts to develop the automatedultrasonic analysis using deep learning [3,4]. It would be of great valueif there would be a way to generate an unlimited amount of ultrasonicdata with defects on previously defined locations. To tackle similarchallenges some generative methods were already researched, but notmuch work was done in the field of NDE.In [5] authors used a finite element simulation method to generatesynthetic ultrasonic data. Extracting defect signals and implanting theminto other scan data without defects was researched in [4]. Mentionedmethods describe a traditional approach to generating synthetic data.In recent times, the introduction of Generative Adversarial Networks(GANs) revolutionized the field of generating synthetic data. First pub-lished in [6] it was described as a system of two networks, a generator,
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Fig. 1. An example of a B-scan (left) from which we extracted the defect patch (with a blue bounding box), a magnified extracted defect (middle), and an example of a UT B-scanwithout a defect.
and discriminator, where the generator produces realistic images frominput noise, and the discriminator tries to distinguish between gener-ated and real images. Many different architectures and changes wereadded to the first concept of GAN during years of research. GANs arevery successful in generating realistic synthetic images, videos, audio,etc. They were proven to be a huge hit in generating medical images.Since medical image analysis tackles similar problems to NDE methods,like detection, segmentation, and synthetic data generation, developedmethods can be inter-exchangeable and comparable. In [7] authorscompared a series of GANs in a skin lesion generation task. They haveshown that a combination of real and data generated with PGAN [8]and pix2pixHD [9] in a training set leads to an increase of the areaunder the ROC curve when classifying data lesions as malignant or non-malignant. In [10] authors used CycleGAN [11] to generate B-modemusculoskeletal ultrasound images. Generating synthetic MR imagesusing GAN was researched in [12], an expert physician was unable todistinguish generated images from the real ones. However, generatedimages were of only 64x64 and 128x128 px resolution. The generationof CT-like 3D visualization from biplanar X-rays using a GAN was donein [13]. Vox2Vox GAN [14] is able to generate 3D segmentation mapsof MR brain images.As mentioned, there are many different concepts of GANs for gen-erating synthetic images. An interesting concept is an image to im-age translation models. They are used for style transfer between im-ages [11], image inpainting [15] and even generating images frommasks [16]. One of the examples of those models is the Pix2pixGAN[16] and its successor pix2pixHD [9]. A further modification to thepix2pixHD model is the SPADE GAN [17]. When training GANs us-ing Wasserstain [18] or Hinge [19] loss generated images are morediverse than in the case of using classic GAN losses in training thegenerator [20]. An approach to generating 3D objects is made in [21].In this paper, we present three methods for generating high-qualityultrasonic B-scans with defects based on real data. The first method isa traditional approach to generating images, we call it the Copy/Pastemethod. A method similar to this one was seen in [4] where generatedimages were used to improve the classifier. The other two methods aretwo different deep learning Generative Adversarial Networks. One ofthem is presented in [22] where it showed to improve the performanceof the deep learning defect detector and the other is a newer GANbuilt upon the first one. In this work human experts in non-destructiveevaluation of ultrasonic data asses the quality of the generated imagesusing all three methods. We bring the comparison between the qualityof generated images with these three different methods and concludeby highlighting the best performing method.
1.1. Outline

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2.1 gives a detailed de-scription of the dataset to develop generative methods. In the following

Section 2.2 we explain the developed generative methods. Section 3describes the experimental procedure. Results are shown in Section 4and a conclusion is given in Section 5.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Dataset

We obtained our dataset by scanning six steel blocks containingdefects in the internal structure. These defects were artificially created.Blocks varied in size and contained between six and 34 defects. Therewere 68 different defects in total. The ultrasonic acquisition was per-formed using INETEC Dolphin scanned with a phased array probe. Theused probe is the INETEC phased array ultrasonic transducer with acentral frequency of 2.25MHz. The phased array transducer simulta-neously scans from an angle of 45 to 79 degrees with a two-degreeincrement. Blocks were also scanned in two orthogonal directions. Also,scanning was performed with a probe skew of zero and 180 degrees.Ultrasonic analysis was done using a compatible INETEC SignyOnedata acquisition and analysis software. It was used to process the dataand create Volume-corrected B-scans (VC-B scans), further noted asimages. Ultrasonic data were converted to images without the useof pseudo-coloring. These grayscale images were then annotated bymultiple human experts. Defects were sometimes visible on multipleB-scans taken from different angles and sometimes skews. All visibleappearances of defects in images were annotated. Annotated imageswere cut into patches of size 256x256 px. Finally, there were 3825images with a total of 6238 annotations. These images formed ourdataset.The Copy/Pasting method on the other hand requires a differentform of data. From the same dataset, we copied the defects in the formof the rectangle patches from the annotations. We used these extracteddefects to paste them on UT B-scans without defects. There were 3400empty UT images from all of the blocks. We manually filtered out theextracted defects that were not extracted well due to high backgroundnoise or were hardly visible. Finally, we obtained 4283 defect patches.
2.2. Methods

In this work, we performed a series of experiments on generatingsynthetic ultrasonic images with defects. The goal of this work is to gen-erate realistic images that could serve for training new human expertsfor conducting ultrasonic NDE inspections. We tested three differentmethods for generating synthetic images. Two of them involve a deeplearning approach using GANs and one describes a more traditionalapproach.The first method, a traditional Copy/Paste one [22], uses ultrasonicimages without defects for generating new images. We extracted defects
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Fig. 2. A scheme of the main concept of the proposed Deep learning Generative networks.
from the images as patches whose locations were defined in the anno-tations as bounding boxes. These cut-out patches make our dataset ofextracted defects. We also collected a dataset of images without defects.In real inspections, there are many such images. We paste the extracteddefect onto empty images we call canvases. This way we can createmultiple different images by permuting all of the possible indications,canvases, and positions of the indication on the canvas. An exampleof the base B-scan from which we extracted a defect, an extracted andprocessed defect, and a canvas on which we could paste the extracteddefect is shown in Fig. 1.The following two methods are based on a deep learning conceptof Generative Adversarial Network (GAN). These methods consist of aneural network called the Generator which generates realistic imagesand Discriminators that try to distinguish between the generated andthe sample of a real image. A concept of the proposed deep generativenetworks is shown in Fig. 2.The second method is the DetectionGAN [22] model based upon thepix2pixHD. This model already proved to perform well in generatingsynthetic ultrasonic scans and enhancing the performance of the objectdetector for detecting defects. It is an image-to-image GAN. It meansthat at the input of the generator we put a binary position mask thatserves to determine the desired position of the defect in the syntheticimage. This position mask carries the information about the size of thegenerated defects and their position on the scan. By altering the aspectratio and the position of the bounding boxes in the position mask wecan generate different kinds of defects. This information can be usedas a ground truth for the evaluation of the automated defect detectorsor for testing the human experts. An example of the real image and aco-responding position mask can be seen in Fig. 3. The position mask isthen translated to a realistic B-scan. DetectionGAN consists of a U-netgenerator with skip connections and two PatchGAN discriminators [16]that work on different scales. It utilizes a YOLOv3 [23] object detectorpretrained on our UT dataset as an additional discriminator. YOLOv3has been shown to perform well on defect detection from ultrasonicimages [24].The third method is SPADE GAN [17]. It is based on pix2pixHDwith the addition of the encoder for generating noise for the inputto the generator. It utilizes the spatially adaptive normalization in thegenerator. We again modified the architecture by adding the pretrainedYOLOv3 discriminator. For the input, we also have the binary positionmask and expect an imagined B-scan as an output. With this GANwe can determine the style of the generated image and get a non-deterministic output of the model. This way, even with the sameposition mask, we can get a different B-scan, which enables us togenerate a more diverse set of images. The main difference betweenthe SPADE GAN and DetectionGAN is the generator. The generator in

SPADE GAN is fed with a noise generated by an encoder. The encodergenerates noise that tries to capture the style of the reference image.The generator with the noise as an input and position mask to eachSPADE layer generates a highly realistic image with a certain styleand predefined position of defects. This way we can generate imageswith some background noise style and visible block geometry. Theencoder is built of six conv2D layers with stride two. The generator ismade of several ResNet blocks with upsampling layers. The modulationparameters of each normalization layer are learned using SPADE. Ineach normalization block, we feed the downsampled position mask. Thegenerator and the encoder together make a Variational Autoencoder(VAE).For testing the quality of each generation method we perform a vari-ation of a Visual Turing Test (VTT) [25]. The test is performed in threestages and each serves to assess the quality of synthetic images. Thetests are developed in the form of a website in which each human expert(inspector) logs in with hers/his credentials, reads the instructions,and starts the test. In the first stage of the test, inspectors are shownrandomly picked series of generated and real images, inspector’s taskis to evaluate each image’s probability of being real assigning a valuefrom one to five with an increment of one. Real and generated imagesare shown randomly to the inspector. Inspectors are not given anyother information except the shown images. The goal is that inspectorscannot conclude whether the image is real or generated from any otherfactor except the visual quality of an image. In the second test, a seriesof only generated images are shown. The inspector’s task is to assigna grade of quality for the generated image. In this test, the inspectorknows that all of the shown images are generated. The goal of thethird test is to evaluate the quality and position of generated defects inimages. The inspectors are shown a series of randomly picked real andgenerated images and had to put bounding boxes around defects shownin the image. We perform a statistical t-student test [26] to evaluate thedifferences between a group of real and generated images. We performthis test for each generation method.
3. Experimental setup

In this section, a description of the training of deep learning modelsis given. We train two GANs and describe the Copy/Paste method.We also describe the statistical analysis of the generated image qualityassessment.
3.1. Copy/paste method

As mentioned, the idea for the C/P method is partially takenfrom [4], but the exact implementation differs and is thoroughly
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Fig. 3. A sample of a real UT B-scan (left) and a corresponding position mask (right).
explained in [22]. The procedure goes as follows. We randomly pickan empty image (canvas) and randomly select the defect we would liketo paste on it. We then threshold the defect patch image. We make abinary pseudo mask and dilate it for two iterations in order to extractthe whole defect from the initial patch image. We randomly select aposition on the canvas to paste the selected and extracted defect on, andcalculate the compatibility of the chosen position and selected defect.We calculate the average intensity value of the pixels at the destinationposition on the canvas and the background of the defect. If these twovalues do not differ by more than 5% we accept the proposed location,otherwise select another image/canvas pair and repeat the process. Ifwe found the right pair, we proceed to paste the defect on the canvas.We first adapt the brightness of the defect to the position on canvasto even further match the pair. Finally, we concatenate the canvas andthe defect, calculate the per pixel minimum of the two and merge itinto the resulting image.
3.2. DetectionGAN

The DetectionGAN is based on the Pix2pixHD implementing someof the features from it. It is described in [22]. We train this model withimage pairs of real images and their position masks. Position masks canbe viewed as a conditional input of the generator and the discriminator.Both generated images and position masks are sizes of 256x256 px.There is a total of 54,409,603 parameters in the generator. All of themare randomly initialized and trained. Two discriminators are used, onefor input images of the original size, and the other for input imagesdownscaled by a factor of two. Discriminator’s inputs are real andgenerated images in each step during training. Both discriminators have1,391,554 parameters and all are randomly initialized. A pretrainedYOLO object detector is used as an additional discriminator in theDetectionGAN. A pair of generated and real images are inputted to theobject detector and outputs are compared.DetectionGAN is trained using a set of loss functions. At the outputof the generator, the L1 loss is calculated on the generated image andthe paired real image. Also, the feature matching loss for training thegenerator is used. The output of all three scales of the object detector iscompared when inputting the real image and the generated one. Againthe L1 loss is used to propagate the error down to the generator. Fortraining the discriminator the mean square error loss is used. Objectdetector is pretrained and its weights are not updated during trainingthis GAN.
3.3. SPADE GAN

SPADE GAN is also based on pix2pixHD. We input the SPADE GANwith the same position masks as in the DetectionGAN. Both inputposition masks and generated images are 256x256 px resolution. Theencoder of this GAN has 10,463,424 parameters, and all are randomlyinitialized. Generator has 114,119,875 trainable parameters. Since thesame discriminators are used as in DetectionGAN, they both have1,391,554 parameters.

We train the encoder using KL-divergence loss. We train the genera-tor the same way as in DetectionGAN except using hinge loss instead ofL1 loss. For discriminator, we again use two PatchGAN discriminatorsand train them the same way as in DetectionGAN. Regarding object de-tection discriminator we use the same pretrained YOLO object detectorwith the same loss functions.
3.4. Model’s training

Both of the GANs are trained as follows. Position masks for theinput of the GANs are of size 256x256 pixels, as well as the generatedimages. For training the generator we use an Adam optimizer with afirst-moment term of 0.5, the second one of 0.999, and a learning rate of2e-3. One of our discriminators has an input image of 256x256 pixels,while the other one has a downscaled image of 128x128 pixels as aninput. We train discriminators using Adam optimizer with the sameparameters as the generator.We use the pre-trained object detector and do not train it duringtraining the GAN. We implement a set of simple data augmentations fortraining the GAN including horizontal flipping, brightness modulation,and random cropping. These data augmentations enable us to achievegreat results in training the GAN and generating high-quality images.With data augmentation, we expand the training subset to over 9000images. We train the GAN for 100 epochs and for the last 10 epochswe linearly reduce the learning rate to zero. Each epoch correspondsto one pass through all the images in the training dataset. We trainedthe DetectionGAN with a batch size eight, and SPADE GAN with a batchsize six. We trained the DetectionGAN on a single NVIDIA RTX 2080Tigraphics card, and for the SPADE GAN, we use three of such GPUs.
3.5. Statistical evaluation

In this work we evaluate proposed methods by performing a testwith highly trained human experts. To the best of our knowledge thisis the first time such thorough statistical quality analysis of syntheticultrasonic data generation methods has been done. Six experts wereinvolved in this work. One with ultrasonic level one [27], three withultrasonic level two [27], and two with the ultrasonic level 3 [27,28].The test is performed in three phases. Experts are shown a series ofrandom real and generated images one after the other and are askedto vote if the currently shown image is a real scan or a generated one.The scale of possible votes for the realism of the shown image rangefrom one to five with an increment of one, where one marks a totallyunrealistic, and five marks a completely realistic image. In the secondphase, experts are again shown randomly real and generated imagesand are asked to draw bounding boxes around defects. In the thirdand final phase, experts are shown only generated scans with priorknowledge that all shown images are generated. They are asked tograde the quality of the shown image in the range from one to five. Inthis final phase the goal is to get the subjective opinion of the humanexperts of the quality of generated images. In the first phase we show50 images, 25 real and 25 generated. In the second phase, we show 10generated and 10 real images, and in the final third phase, we show20 synthetic images. This test is performed for each of the proposedgeneration methods. We generated 200,000 images with each methodand use these images as a pool from which we pick an image and showit to the inspector. Since so many images were generated we could saythat to each expert different real and generated images are shown. Also,since we randomly pick from our pool of generated images for each pro-posed method, we did not handpick the best-generated images whichcould affect the evaluation. Although our models generate grayscaleimages, inspectors are used to seeing artificially colored data in realinspections. Because of that we artificially colored all images, real andgenerated with all three methods, using the same custom color map.Examples of artificially colored real and images generated with all threemethods are shown in Fig. 5.
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Table 1Results of the statistical analysis, first two columns are the results of the first test phase, and the thirdcolumn is for the third test phase. Average grades for real and images generated with each method areshown. Also, 𝑝-value and an average subjective grade is shown.Method Avg grade for generated/realimages (1-5) 𝑝-value (%) Avg subjectivegrade (1-5)
Copy/Paste 3.56/3.85 2 3.7DetectionGAN 3.90/3.93 41 3.6Modified SPADE GAN 3.69/4.23 0.4 3.3

Fig. 4. Samples of (from left to right) real ultrasonic image, synthetic image generated using the copy/pasting method, DetectionGAN and SPADEGAN.

After completing the test, we perform the student t-test [26] on theresults in order to assess if there is a difference between the votes onreal and generated images. If there would be significant differenceswe could claim that the shown generation method is not of sufficientquality. We calculate the 𝑡-value and the 𝑝-value of significance. Wealso present the average subjective realism grade from the third phaseof the test.
4. Results and discussion

All three of our developed methods are able to generate high-quality images. Samples of the real image, image generated with thecopy/paste method, and the two GANs are shown in Fig. 4. Generatedultrasonic images highly resemble real B-scans. There are no artifacts inthese images. Generated images picture similar geometry, similar noise,and the same defects shown in the real data the models were trainedon. With these methods, we can simulate the materials and geometryof blocks similar to the original data. With the C/P method, we can notachieve high diversity of generated images and the resemblance fromthe original data since this method uses original real data to generatea new one. However, with DetectionGAN and SPADE GAN, we cangenerate a diverse set of images. Even more, with SPADE GAN we canpredetermine not only the position of the defect in the scan, but we canalso determine the style of the generated image.Even though images generated by all methods look appealing, re-sults of the evaluation of the generated data quality with human expertsvary from method to method. The performance of each of the proposedmethods was assessed by the 𝑝-value metric. A higher 𝑝-value means ahigher probability of the two sets of images, real and generated, beingof the same kind, or from the same set. Results for each of the methodsare shown in Table 1.Human experts can easier distinguish images generated with theCopy/Paste method from the real images. However, they tend togive high-quality grades to the images generated with the Copy/Pastemethod. This might be because they are familiar with the imagesand defects used in this method to generate new samples. Since deeplearning methods can generate a rather diverse set of images theysometimes do not resemble any of the images human experts havepreviously seen. This could also be a good sign that these images couldbe used to train the experts. Images generated with deep learningmethods are generated from scratch and still achieve great results.The DetectionGAN performs the best of all tested methods. With the

highest 𝑝-value, we conclude that inspectors are not able to detectany differences between real images and the ones generated using theDetectionGAN model.
5. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we tested three methods for ultrasonic image genera-tion. Two of them were custom deep generative networks, and one is atraditional approach to image generation. We performed an evaluationof the three methods with human experts. We confirmed that imagesgenerated with our custom deep learning generative network can notbe distinguished from the real ultrasonic images.With the ever-increasing need for more data in image analysis andthe high price of training human experts using physical metal blockswith implemented defects, methods for generating new ultrasonic dataare highly valuable. Using the proposed approach, images can begenerated for the education of human experts and for training deepneural networks for ultrasonic image analysis.
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Fig. 5. Examples of artificially colored images shown to the inspectors.
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Abstract—Non-destructive ultrasonic analysis of materials is a
method for assessing the integrity of the inspected components. It
is commonly used in monitoring critical parts of the power plants,
in aeronautics, oil and gas, and the automotive industry. Since
most ultrasonic inspections rely on expert’s previous experience
they must constantly practice on new, unseen data. Acquiring
enough data for training human experts on non-destructive
ultrasonic scan analysis can be an expensive and time-consuming
task. The only possibility to get new data for practicing is to
implant synthetic defects in real metal blocks. Artificial defects
are made by temperature strain, electrical discharge, and physical
damage. All of those methods are very complicated and expensive
to perform. Also metal blocks have to be taken from the
components of the power plants to have the same structure and
be realistic. In this work, some attempts have been made to
generate 3D ultrasonic scans using computer vision and deep
learning methods.

Index Terms—image processing, image generation, optical
flow, generative adversarial networks, ultrasonic imaging, non-
destructive evaluation

I. INTRODUCTION

Non-destructive testing (NDT) is a set of techniques that are
heavily used in industry to evaluate the integrity of materials
in production systems and products. These techniques offer a
variety of approaches and one of them is ultrasonic testing.
It is extensively used to find defects in all sorts of materials,
but mostly in various steel and aluminum blocks. Although
the ultrasonic acquisition is fairly simple and straightforward,
analysis tends to be tiresome and complicated. It is mainly
done by human experts manually analyzing all the acquired
data. In many cases, it is very important that all possible
defects are found, but that only depends on one’s previous
experience and training on such data.

Human experts can only gain experience by performing
constant analysis on new ultrasonic testing (UT) data. Obtain-
ing enough of such novel examples of UT data is hard and
expensive. Usually, they practice on data acquired on metal
blocks with artificially implanted defects. Defect creation in
such metal blocks is very expensive and complicated. There-
fore, there is not a wide variety of such blocks available for
training. This can be a problem since that is the only way of
training the skilled personnel on which the safety of systems
like nuclear power plants depend.

For proper analysis of ultrasonic data, inspectors use a
variety of data visualizations. Some of them include A-scans,

Fig. 1: Drawing of the process of ultrasonic acquisition. A-
scan representation is shown in the device, B-scans are shown
in the window.

B-scans, and C-scans. An A-scan is a signal’s amplitude as a
function of time, a B-scan displays a cross-sectional view of
the inspected material, and a C-scan provides a top view of
its projected features.

In Figure 1 the process of ultrasonic acquisition and samples
of a sequence of B-scans are shown. With the ultrasonic
transducer or probe, ultrasonic signals are acquired and sent to
the ultrasonic device that enables us to see the data in a more
human-friendly form. In the shown B-scans that are acquired
by such installation, one can see a defect that is the most
visible in the first B-scan. In the second B-scan, it fades away
and continues to do so until it is not visible by the ultrasonic
transducer and therefore not shown in a B-scan.

To ease and make the process of training the inspectors
more efficient one could generate images, B-scans, that re-
semble real data. There have been some attempts in generating
ultrasonic data using finite element simulation method [1]. In
[2] authors utilized scans without defects and pasted extracted
defects on them. Generation of high-quality images could
be done using some deep learning neural network such as
autoencoders or generative adversarial networks (GANs). In
the medical imaging field, one can find similar problems of
lack of data and attempts to generate more images using deep
learning. In [3] authors compared several GANs in a skin
lesion generation task. Generating ultrasonic B-scan images
of musculoskeletal system was done in [4] using CycleGAN
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[5]. Generating MR and CT images is the most similar task to
generating ultrasonic data. MR images of the low resolution
of only 64x64 and 128x128 px with GAN were done in [6].

However, since ultrasonic data consists of multiple B-scans
it remains a challenge to generate correlated B-scans that could
form the whole block or 3D data. There have been some
attempts in generating 3D medical brain MRI scans [7], but
the resulting data is of low quality and resolution.

In this paper, a method using optical flow for predicting the
following B-scans from the single B-scan is used. We also
investigate the possibility of generating whole blocks, a set of
correlated B-scans, by using a generative adversarial network.

In section II a detailed description of the dataset used in
this work is given. In section III methods based on optical
flow and used generative adversarial networks are presented.
In section IV the proposed methods are applied and the results
are discussed. Section V concludes the paper.

II. DATASET

The dataset was obtained by scanning six steel blocks
containing artificially created defects in the internal structure.
Blocks varied in size and contained between six to 34 de-
fects. In total there were 68 defects. Blocks were scanned
using INETEC Dolphin scanner with phased array probes.
An INETEC phased array ultrasound transducer of a central
frequency of 2.25MHz was used. Data were acquired by
scanning the blocks angles from 45 degrees to 79 degrees
with a 2-degree increment. Blocks were also scanned with
a skew of zero and 180 degrees. INETEC SignyOne data
acquisition and analysis software was used to process the data
and create B-scans (further noted as images) that were used
in the dataset. Data were converted to B-scans as-is, without
pseudo-coloring, as grayscale images. All images were then
converted into patches of size 256x256 pixels and annotated
by multiple human experts. There were in total 9188 images,
3825 images with defects and 5363 images without defects.
There was a total of 6238 bounding box annotations.

This dataset was used to train the GAN for generating
ultrasonic B-scan images. This dataset was also used to
calculate optical flow between each neighboring B-scan in the
block.

III. PROPOSED METHODS

In this work, we performed a series of experiments on gen-
erating 3D ultrasonic data. Our goal is to generate consecutive
B-scans to form a whole block. We developed two methods for
that purpose. First one generates an optical flow matrix using
a generative adversarial network. This GAN inputs a single B-
scan and predicts the movement of the geometry and defects
depicted on the following B-scan. Using the predicted optical
flow from the base scan, we can reconstruct the following
B-scan. The other method uses a different GAN to directly
generate realistic consecutive B-scans, one by one. In this
section we describe both methods and all prerequisites needed
to develop these methods.

A. Method 1 - Optical flow, GAN and reconstruction
1) Optical flow: Optical flow is the pattern of motion of

objects and surfaces caused by the relative motion of the scene
or the observer [8]. It was first mentioned in [9] by describing
the visual stimulus provided to animals moving through the
world. It can be used to detect the movement of the objects in
a video [10] and predict the trajectory of the moving objects
[11]. It can also be used to predict the appearance of the
following scene in a video [12]. In this work, we are using
optical flow to predict the following B-scan in an ultrasonic
scan. Since we do not have the ground truth of the motion
in two consecutive images, we calculate pseudo ground truth
using traditional optical flow calculation methods.

There are multiple ways of calculating optical flow. In this
work, we evaluated some of them. Optical flow calculation
methods can be divided into traditional methods like the ones
we used and deep learning methods such as RAFT [13].

The most famous method for calculating optical flow is
the Lucas-Kanade [14] algorithm. It can be used to track the
motion of some predefined points in the image. The problem
with this method is it calculates movement only of those
certain points. For prediction of the next image from the
current image and calculated optical flow we need to have
the motion of each pixel in an image. That is why we used
dense optical flow algorithms in this work.

Dense optical flow computes the optical flow vector for
every pixel of the frame. These methods are much slower
but lead to a more accurate result. In this work we tested
Farneback method [15], Dual TV-L1 [16], [17] and Dense
Inverse Search (DIS) algorithms [18]. We calculate optical
flow with each of these methods. We decided to use Farneback
and DIS methods to generate optical flow as pseudo ground
truth of our optical flow. These two methods were capable to
detect motion in ultrasonic images. Methods for calculating
our pseudo ground truth optical flows are shown in Figure 2.

We calculated optical flow using both methods in both
directions for all blocks and scans in the dataset. We used
these optical flows as pseudo ground truth for training the
GAN for generating optical flow from a single input image.

2) Generative adversarial network for generating optical
flow: In this work, we wanted to develop the algorithm for
fantasizing possible optical flow matrix from a single B-scan
ultrasonic image. In this way, by generating diverse optical
flows we are able to predict possible following B-scans from
the input one.

For generating optical flow from an input image we use a
custom GAN. GANs can be used to predict optical flow and
are shown to produce good results. In [19] authors used a
GAN network to calculate optical flow from two consecutive
images in a video.

Our GAN consists of a generator and two discriminators.
The generator has an encoder-decoder-like architecture with
skip connections. The encoder has seven sets of layers of
2D convolutions, Batch normalization, and Leaky ReLU. Each
convolutional layer has a kernel size of four and strides two.
There are seven decoder groups of layers each with a 2D
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Fig. 2: From up to down, left to right are shown two consecutive B-scans and flow vectors of the computed optical flow using
Farneback, Dual TV-L1 and DIS method

transposed convolutional layer, Batch normalization, Dropout,
and ReLU layer. The last layer of the decoder has tanh as an
activation instead of ReLU because optical flow values can be
negative. It also does not use Batch normalization or Dropout.
There is a skip connection on each of the encoder layers
to the corresponding decoder layer except for the bottleneck
layer. Input to the generator is a single B-scan and the goal
of the generator is to create a possible optical flow based
on that image. Input and output resolution of images are
256x256px. Input images have one channel, and output optical
flow matrices have two channels, one for the movement in each
x and y-axis.

There are two PatchGAN [20] discriminators whose goal
is to distinguish between generated and ground truth optical
flow. One discriminator takes an image of original resolution,
256x256px, and the other one inputs a downscaled image
by factor two. Goal of the discriminators is to help the
generator generate more realistic optical flows. Usage of the
two discriminators enables us to have the highest quality of
both coarse and fine details.

We use Wasserstain [21] loss to train this GAN since we
want the network to learn the complex distribution not the
exact translation from image to a certain optical flow. We also
trained a model using L1 loss.

3) Reconstruction: Once we generate a possible optical
flow of the base scan, we can reconstruct the following scan

from the optical flow and the base image. As previously
mentioned, generated optical flow matrices have two channels,
one for the movement in the x-axis and one for the movement
in y-axis. To reconstruct the movement of each pixel in the
input image, for each pixel we perform this process. First from
generated optical flow we create the following matrix:

M =

[
1 0 xi,jdistance

0 1 yi,jdistance

]
(1)

where x, y are the values of optical flow matrix at the
position i,j

We then calculate a product of matrix M and the following
matrix:

Pi,j = M ∗
[
i j 1

]
(2)

The result is the position of the pixel on the resulting
image. We calculate this for each pixel in the input image to
reconstruct the next B-scan from the generated optical flow.

B. Method 2 - Generative adversarial network for generating
realistic B-scans

The second method we developed uses a GAN to directly
generate a series of consecutive images, B-scans. This gener-
ative network is slightly more complex than the previous one
since it has a harder task of creating new complex images
from simpler position masks. It is based on SPADE GAN
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Fig. 3: A pair of input position mask (left) and the correspond-
ing generated image (right).

[22]. SPADE GAN utilizes spatially-adaptive normalization
(SPADE) which enhances the quality of generated images.

Input to this GAN is a binary position mask, an image
of the same resolution as an output image, with all values
of zero except at the position of the bounding box. With a
position mask, we can define the position of the defect in
the generated image. An example of the input position mask
and corresponding generated image can be seen in Figure
3. While generating images we can create bounding boxes
of random sizes and at random positions and use them to
generate new images. For generating neighboring scans we
create a position mask and modulate the sizes and positions
of bounding boxes by a few pixels. This way we can simulate
change of appearance of the defects throughout scans.

SPADE GAN utilizes an encoder that inputs a scan which
depicts the desired style of the generated image. By sampling
from the output of the encoder, like in the case of an au-
toencoder, we get a distribution which, hopefully, describes
the desired style. This distribution is then passed on to the
generator.This procedure can help us to generate images with
or without visible geometry and with certain noise and defect
shapes. It also enables us to have a non-deterministic output of
the model. The generator of this GAN is in form of a decoder.
It is made of several ResNet blocks with upsampling layers.
We feed the downsampled position mask in each normalization
block. Generator and encoder together form a Variational
Autoencoder (VAE).

Our GAN has two PatchGAN discriminators. Just like
the previously explained GAN one discriminator’s input is a
downscaled image. Our modification of this GAN introduces
the object detection network, YOLOv3 [23], as an additional
discriminator. We train the object detector on our dataset to
detect defects and then use it as the discriminator by learning
the same output of the detector with the generated and ground
truth image.

Our GAN generates images of 256x256 pixels resolution.
We train the encoder using KL-divergence loss. We train the
generator with four different losses. At the output of the
generator, we calculate hinge loss on the generated image and
the paired real image. We tried using wasserstain loss like
in the previous GAN but didn’t get the satisfactory results.
For propagating discriminator loss to the generator we use the
mean squared error loss. We also use feature matching loss.

Comparing the output of three scales in the object detector
with a real and generated image as output makes the fourth
loss. We use the L1 loss function for that. For training the
discriminator we use the mean squared error loss.

By slightly modifying the size and position of the defect
with the position mask and by keeping the same style of the
generated image we can generate consecutive B-scans. This
way we can generate realistic blocks by generating consecutive
B-scans of the same style.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section the process of training the developed genera-
tive models is described. In the first method, we train a GAN
to generate optical flow from a single input image. We then
use the generated optical flow and reconstruct the following
scan. With the second method, we train a SPADE GAN to
generate realistic B-scan images from input position mask.

For training the optical flow generation GAN we use Adam
optimizer with the learning rate of 2e-3, first-moment term of
0.5, and second-moment term of 0.999. We trained the network
with a batch size of eight for 100 epochs on a single NVIDIA
Titan Xp graphics card. We use the generated optical flow
and the input image to reconstruct the following scan. We
train this single GAN with a mixed dataset of pseudo ground
truth optical flows calculated using both Farneback and DIS
method.

We train the SPADE GAN using the Adam optimizer with
a first-moment term of 0.5 the second one of 0.999 and a
learning rate of 2e-3. We implemented a set of simple data
augmentations for training this GAN. Augmentations include
horizontal flip, brightness modulation, and random cropping.
We train the GAN for 100 epochs and for the last 10 epochs we
linearly reduce the learning rate to zero. We train the network
with a batch size of 6. We train it using three NVIDIA Titan
Xp graphics cards.

For evaluating the quality of generated images we made
a test with four human experts on non-destructive ultrasonic
image processing. The test was performed in three stages.
In the first stage, experts were shown 10 real and images
generated using optical flow side by side. They were asked to
compare the images and select the better looking one. In the
second stage experts were shown the combinations of real and
images generated with the GAN. In the third phase, experts
were shown combinations of images generated with the optical
flow method, and the GAN. During testing, experts did not
know which image is from which group. In each test, experts
were shown two consecutive images for each of the tested
method, to evaluate not only the appearance of the images,
but also how realistically are motions between two consecutive
scans depicted.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, both methods are tested and their results
are shown. As can be seen in Figure 2, the Dual TV-L1
method can barely capture motion between two consecutive
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TABLE I: Percentages of shown images of each generation
method experts declared more realistic.

Real/Flow Real/SPADE Flow/SPADE
73% / 27% 63% / 37% 30% / 70%

scans, therefore we chose the Farneback and DIS method for
calculating our pseudo ground truth optical flow matrices.

The performances of our developed methods are visually
evaluated. We tested the optical flow generation algorithm,
generated optical flow matrices, and compared the recon-
structed images with the reconstructions from the pseudo
ground truth optical flows. In Figure 4 examples of optical
flow and reconstructed images can be seen.

As can be seen in the examples, images reconstructed using
ground truth optical flows calculated with Farneback and DIS
algorithms tend to produce deformations of the defect and a
lot of anomalies and noise. However, reconstructions from the
GAN generated optical flow are of high quality and without
anomalies. Reconstructions are similar and slightly changed
from the original image. Noise is unchanged, but defects are
eroded and geometry is translated. These transformations are
similar to the ones found in real ultrasonic scans.

Our second method trained successfully and is able to
generate highly realistic sequence of B-scan images. With
those images, we are able to generate whole blocks. An
example of the generated ultrasonic data can be seen in Figure
5. As can be seen in the figure, most left defect fades away
and gets distorted from the first to the third scan. The defect
on the most right of the first scan gets smaller on the other two
scans. These movements and modulations in size resemble real
situation with ultrasonic scans. In the end, generated images
are of high quality and highly resemble real ultrasonic scans.

The test with the human experts evaluating the quality of
the generated images concluded with the following results.
In the first test, in only 27% of the cases experts voted in
favor of the images generated with the optical flow method
being better quality than the real images. The SPADE GAN
method outperformed the optical flow method with 37% of
the cases experts voted in favor of the SPADE GAN than the
real images. SPADE GAN method greatly outperformed the
optical flow method when comparing those two in the third
test. In 70% of the time, experts voted in favor of the SPADE
GAN method, than the optical flow method. Results of the
test can be seen in Table I. Results of this test has shown that
generated images still can not mislead the experts into thinking
they are real images. However, the SPADE GAN method has
come close to it, and outperforms the Optical flow method.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we developed two methods for generating con-
secutive ultrasonic B-scan images. Our first method generated
optical flow from the single input image. With this optical
flow and the input image we can then generate the following
B-scan.

In the second developed method using our modified SPADE
GAN we are able to generate a sequence of ultrasonic B-scans.
We achieved great results using both methods and validated
the concept of generating 3D ultrasonic scans. We have shown
that the SPADE GAN method outperforms the optical flow
method.

With increasing requirements for data in the field of ul-
trasonic testing, a method for a fast and efficient way of
generating such data is highly valuable. Generated data, if of
sufficient quality, could be used for developing state-of-the-
art deep learning networks or training human experts for UT
analysis. In future work, a GAN capable of generating 3D data
and the quality of generated images should be evaluated.
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A B S T R A C T
Non-destructive testing is a group of methods for evaluating the integrity of components. Among them,ultrasonic inspection stands out due to its ability to visualize both shallow and deep sections of the materialin the search for flaws. Testing of the critical components can be a tiring and time-consuming task. Therefore,human experts in analyzing inspection data could use a hand in discarding anomaly-free data and reviewingonly suspicious data. Using such a tool, errors would be less common, inspection times would shorten andnon-destructive testing would be more efficient. In this work, we evaluate multiple state-of-the-art deep-learning anomaly detection methods on the ultrasonic non-destructive testing dataset. We achieved an averageperformance of almost 82% of ROC AUC. We discuss in detail the advantages and disadvantages of thepresented methods.

1. Introduction
Automated defect detection in some metal blocks is a highly re-searched problem in the field of non-destructive evaluation (NDE).Detection and proper evaluation of every defect in the inspected blockis a crucial segment of every inspection. This is why the task of evalu-ating inspection data is, to the best of our knowledge, mostly assignedto human experts. Development of the automated defect detection isa challenging task with the most important part of collecting enoughdata being sometimes impossible. Lack of real inspection data withenough visible defects is a challenge that researchers tried to tackleusing augmented data [1] or by generating additional synthetic datausing deep learning [2]. Positive samples of data with visible defectsare sparsely found, but scans of blocks without defects are plentiful,especially in real-world inspections. It would be very helpful and time-saving if the assisted analysis module would filter out these scans andleave an evaluation of the potentially anomalous scans to the inspector.Inspectors would then have to analyze only anomalous data and classifydefects. It would shorten the time needed for the data evaluation,but also would not exclude the inspectors from the process. However,in order to develop such a module for the detection of anomalousscans containing defects again a representative training set is needed.Without data containing defects, one can go a self-supervised-learningdirection and develop a deep-learning anomaly detection model.

∗ Corresponding author.E-mail addresses: luka.posilovic@fer.hr (L. Posilović), duje.medak@fer.hr (D. Medak), fran.milkovic@fer.hr (F. Milković), marko.subasic@fer.hr(M. Subašić), marko.budimir@inetec.hr (M. Budimir), sven.loncaric@fer.hr (S. Lončarić).1 Equal contribution.

Anomaly detection challenges are not only present in non-destructivetesting, but also in medical image analysis [3] and product industryquality control [4]. Although some work has been done in theseareas, no state-of-the-art self-supervised anomaly detection modelshave been researched for the field of non-destructive testing. A semi-supervised approach to anomaly detection is the best approach fornon-destructive testing due to a huge number of normal data withoutdefects in real inspections. Since there is only a small number ofexamples of defects in real ultrasonic inspections, usual supervisedlearning models for classification require at least a few percent sharesof positive samples in the training dataset to achieve state-of-the-art results. On the other hand, semi-supervised anomaly detectionis built upon a dataset of only normal images. Our main goal inthis work is to set a baseline of state-of-the-art anomaly detectionmodels on the ultrasonic non-destructive testing dataset. To the bestof our knowledge, this is the first such work in analyzing differentmodels on a real-world and very complex non-destructive evaluationdataset.The development of algorithms and deep learning models for au-tomatic or assisted ultrasonic non-destructive evaluation has recentlyseen a big growth in published works. Most of the work is doneusing traditional approaches and analyzing only ultrasonic data as one-dimensional signals. In [5] the authors used discrete wavelet transform
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for ultrasonic flaw detection in signals. A more recent article [6]introduces Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) for defect detection inultrasonic non-destructive testing (NDT). However, the authors also usethe wavelet transform for feature extraction and ANN only for classifi-cation. Using such traditional approaches results in bad generalizationon a broad specter of data structure and flaw types. In [7] authorsclassified ultrasonic NDT images. They compared various methods anda deep learning model achieved the best results. The authors of [8]investigated a deep learning network with drop-out regularization thatoutperformed other defect classification methods with prior featureextraction. The lack of data containing defects in developing the au-tomatic ultrasonic analysis has been a burden to researchers. Theytried to solve it by generating new examples [1,2,9] and using thegenerated data to enhance the performance of deep learning models.Deep learning solutions for defect detection have been researchedin [10,11]. Researchers worked with ultrasonic images and used thepopular architectures YOLO and SSD to detect defects in [11]. Ana-lyzing multiple ultrasonic images at a time to speed up the processof defect detection is done in [12]. In [13] authors developed a deepconvolutional neural network for estimating flaws in ultrasonic phasedarray scans.Following previous work, we researched the deep learning approachto anomaly detection on ultrasonic images (B-scans). In this work, wedevelop a method for detecting ultrasonic images containing defectsusing the anomaly detection approach. All of the above-mentionedarticles are dealing with defect localization or classification. Anomalydetection has not yet been researched well in this field. Only in [14] aform of a Variational Autoencoder (VAE), which is a go-to for anomalydetection, has been studied for ultrasonic anomaly detection. In [15] areference C-scan image was used to find anomalies on defective scans.In [16] authors worked with ultrasonic signals and various machinelearning algorithms such as Isolation forest and SVM to detect defects inthe aluminum and carbon–fiber–reinforced–plastic (CFPR) plates. Sincethere are hardly any papers on ultrasonic NDT anomaly detection welook at the related area of medical image analysis. In [17] three deeplearning solutions based on Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)are compared. The authors show that results of anomaly detection yethave to be improved for real-world medical datasets. A convolutionalneural network for anomaly detection in brain MRI images has beendeveloped in [18].In recent times, anomaly detection has seen a huge rise in re-searchers’ attention. However, most of the work has been done onsmall and relatively simple publicly available datasets such as MVTecAD [4,19], CIFAR [20] or MNIST [21]. Models on such datasets withlow-resolution images or a small number of samples with low variancebetween defects perform very well. However, performance on thesedatasets does not necessarily reflect real-world situations. This is whyit is very important to test the current state-of-the-art methods onreal-world application datasets. There are many methods and deeplearning approaches to anomaly detection. In this work, we testedsome of the most popular models. To the best of our knowledge, thisis the first time state-of-the-art anomaly detection models have beentested on realistic ultrasonic non-destructive testing images. The firstone is the Ganomaly [22] model. It is based on a GAN architectureutilizing the generator/discriminator network. More recent method isthe PaDiM [23], a Patch Distribution Modeling model. It performs verywell on a public dataset such as MVTec. In [24] authors developeda new semi-supervised model with normalizing flows for anomalydetection called DifferNet. In this work, we use the Ganomaly, PaDiM,and DifferNet models to determine the baseline anomaly detectionscore on our ultrasonic non-destructive testing dataset. We bring somemodifications to these networks to improve their performance on suchspecific challenges. Furthermore, we train a series of classifiers toconclude when self-supervised learning outperforms the supervised.

1.1. Outline
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2.1 gives a detaileddescription of our ultrasonic non-destructive testing dataset. In thefollowing Section 2.2 state-of-the-art anomaly detection methods areintroduced. Section 3 describes our modifications to the models andthe training procedures for the presented models. Detailed results areshown and a discussion of the performances of each model is given inSection 4. We conclude our work in Section 5.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Dataset

One of the hurdles of the development of automatic ultrasonicinspection algorithms is the unavailability of public ultrasonic datasets.One of the few publicly available datasets is found in [1], but it ismade using an augmentation technique and is not necessarily realistic.This is why a proper description of the used dataset is required forthe repeatability of the published experiments. Our dataset is also aproprietary one but is a real-world-inspection ultrasonic dataset. Somework using this dataset can be seen in [2,25]. We obtained our datasetby scanning six steel blocks with artificially created defects in theinternal structure. These defects include, but are not limited to, thermalfatigue cracks, mechanical fatigue cracks, electric discharge machinednotches, and solidification cracks. Blocks are of different sizes andcontain between six and 34 defects. In total, there were 68 differentdefects. The distribution of the defects’ sizes across the six blocks isshown in Fig. 2.Blocks were scanned using specialized equipment for NDT. Ultra-sonic INETEC Dolphin device with INETEC phased array ultrasonictransducer was used. The phased array transducer with a central fre-quency of 2.25MHz was used. It enabled us to scan for defects inthe shallow and mid-depths of the blocks. It simultaneously scansangles from 45 to 79 degrees with a two-degree increment. Blockswere scanned in two orthogonal, 𝑥 and y, directions. Also, the probewas rotated by 180 degrees resulting in data with skew zero and180. Ultrasonic analysis was done using the INETEC SignyOne dataacquisition and analysis software. The software was used to convertthe raw ultrasonic data and create Volume-corrected B-scans (VC-Bscans). These B-scans, or images, were used in the original grayscalecolor scheme, without pseudo-coloring. Images are one-channel, 8-bitdata, the same as the ones that inspectors look at during the inspection.We cropped patches of 256 × 256 px resolution from original imageswith various dimensions for our dataset. Images were not only groupedin the normal/anomalous classes, they were annotated on every singleB-scan. Although there were in total 68 different defects, they couldbe seen from different angles and skews. Such images are different,so every appearance of the defect was annotated. In total there were5715 anomalous images. In the dataset, there were also 11709 imageswithout defects. Examples of images from the dataset with and withoutdefects can be seen in Fig. 1. In a real-world inspection, this amountof anomalous images are usually not available, therefore we focuson developing semi-supervised methods trained without the use ofanomalous images. In this dataset, the number of anomalous imagesand defects are such because we scanned the blocks with artificiallyimplanted defects. Our ultrasonic dataset is difficult for the deep-learning networks to analyze because of the different geometries shownin the images. Geometries are reflections of the ultrasonic waves thatappear because of the irregular shape of the block being scanned. Theyoften resemble defects and as such make it hard for neural networks todistinguish between geometries and defects.Since semi-supervised anomaly detection models are trained usingonly normal images and tested on a set of normal and anomalousimages we created an appropriate dataset. Because the same defectsare found multiple times across the single block it would not be fair if
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Fig. 1. An example of anomalous (left) and normal (right) ultrasonic images (B-scans) from our dataset. Defects are marked with blue bounding boxes.

Fig. 2. Distribution of defect dimensions.
training and evaluation were done on the images from the same metalblock. Also, to carry out a proper evaluation of the proposed algorithmswe divided the dataset into 8 different train/test subsets we namedFold0 to Fold7. Since the biggest metal block in the dataset is severaltimes bigger than others and contains much more defects, we dividedthis block into data scanned from two orthogonal, 𝑥 and y, directions.Furthermore, we split the collection of consecutive scans from eachdirection by half such that different defects are visible in each half. Weplaced these four disjunctive parts of the block into four different testfolds (Fold0–Fold3). Folds 4–7 contain data from only different blocksin the test subset.
2.2. Methods

In this work, we performed a series of experiments using differentstate-of-the-art anomaly detection models. The goal of this work is to

provide the baseline performance of state-of-the-art semi-supervisedanomaly detection models on an industrial real-world challenge. Wetested three methods that have different approaches to anomaly detec-tion and semi-supervised learning. One of them is a GAN-based method,and two are based on feature extraction from images. To the proposedmethods we provide our modifications that improve the performance.These methods were chosen for multiple reasons. The first method isone of the most popular anomaly detection methods that serve as abaseline for most of the anomaly detection datasets. The other twomethods are the ones that perform the best on the MVTec AD dataset.We also give a detailed analysis of each method’s performance. Wealso trained several classifiers and tested their performance for differentpercentages of positive samples (anomalous B-scans) in the trainingdataset.The first method is the GAN-based method, Ganomaly [22]. Themain idea behind it is to use the autoencoder to reconstruct the input
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image. The autoencoder is trained only on normal images, thereforethe hope is that when given the anomalous image it will not be able toreconstruct the abnormality properly. It will then result in the bigger re-construction loss which is our anomaly metric. Ganomaly improves thisconcept by adding a discriminator to the model, and another encoderto the autoencoder-generator. The reconstruction of the anomalousimages should hopefully result in a higher reconstruction loss due tothe additional encoder as opposed to the reconstruction of the normalimages. Also, the use of the discriminator should result in a betterreconstruction of normal images. Our modification of the Ganomaly isexplained in Section 3.The second method is the Patch Distribution Modeling model [23].PaDiM utilizes some popular classifiers pretrained on a big publicdataset such as ImageNet [26]. The classifier extracts features fromthe normal images and calculates the distribution of the embeddingson each pixel of the input image. During the training, each patchof the normal image is associated with its corresponding activationvector of the pretrained feature extractor activation map [23]. In thisway, the model is able to incorporate the spatial information of theinput image to better assess the anomalies of the image. Finally, inthe testing phase, the model assesses the abnormality of the image bycalculating the distance of the extracted features from the distributioncalculated on the normal dataset. Such a model requires no training,except for the pretraining on some big classification datasets. It isalso able to localize the defect in the anomalous image. This approachoutperformed existing methods on the MVTec anomaly dataset.The third and final tested model is the DifferNet [24]. It useslikelihoods from a normalizing flow on multi-scale image features. Nor-malizing flows [27] are neural networks that can learn transformationsbetween data distributions. Since their mapping is bijective they can beused to generate the samples from the modeled distribution and assignlikelihood values to the input sample. DifferNet uses the calculatedlikelihoods to classify the input image as anomalous or normal. Beforeinputting the image to the feature extractor, a transformation andscaling are performed on the input image. It is what makes the modelmulti-scale. It also means the model does not need a lot of data fortraining. DifferNet achieves a state-of-the-art detection performance onMVTec anomaly dataset.
3. Experimental setup

In this section, a description of the training and configuration ofdeep learning models is given. Our improvements to the standardmodels are thoroughly explained.The Ganomaly model is made of a generator and a discriminator.The generator has an encoder–decoder–encoder architecture. The firstand the second encoder have the same architecture. They have aninitial convolutional layer with 64 filters and a pyramid structure withthree convolutional layers with the number of filters ranging from 128to 512 filters. In the pyramid structure, there is a Batch normalizationand a Leaky-ReLU layer after each convolutional layer. The decoderhas the same number of convolutional layers, batch normalization,and ReLU instead of the Leaky-Relu. The single discriminator has thesame architecture as the encoder with a sigmoid activation as thelast layer. We train it using the adversarial loss, image reconstructionloss, and loss between outputs of each of the two encoder layers.The adversarial loss and the encoder loss are the l2 loss, while thereconstruction loss is the l1 loss. The discriminator is trained usingthe binary cross-entropy loss. We also trained the Ganomaly with theaddition of skip-connections in the generator, but with no performanceimprovement. To make the problem of reconstruction a bit harder forthe generator we also tried randomly cutting the patches in the inputimage and setting the values of the patch to zero which resulted inmodest improvement of results. We used the 256 × 256 px resolutionfor the input image to the Ganomaly. We trained the Ganomaly modelfor 100 epochs.

The second model, PaDiM, does not need training, but it needs toextract features from the training dataset. For the feature extractionwe used three different feature extraction models, ResNet18 [28],MobileNet-large [29] and AlexNet [30]. They were all pretrained onthe ImageNet dataset. We chose these three models as they are thepopular classifier choices. The Resnet18 as a feature extractor of thePaDiM achieves state-of-the-art results on the MVTec dataset [23].Since PaDiM model requires a lot of memory and processing powerto calculate the distribution of the activation vectors we choose theMobileNet feature extractor to reduce the time needed for training andinference. We also choose the AlexNet since it is used as a feature ex-tractor in the following model, DifferNet. In the ResNet model, featureswere extracted from three of its layers. From the MobileNet, featureswere extracted from the output of the model. In the AlexNet model,we extracted features from four of its layers. Extracted features werethen transformed into embedding vectors from which we calculatedthe mean and the covariance at each pixel position of the input image.During testing embedding from the input image was then comparedto the distribution from the training dataset. Distance between thetraining dataset distribution and the input image embedding werecalculated using Mahalanobis distance [31]. In the first paper, PaDiMfeatures are randomly selected, but we used all of the dimensions bothfrom ResNet, MobileNet and AlexNet. The used input image size was256 × 256, but we also used the MobileNet with the input imageresolution of 512 × 512.Our work with DifferNet was motivated by the similarity with thePaDiM model. Since both of them work on the same concept of featureextraction using a pretrained neural network and both work at thespatial level of the image features we thought we should get similarresults. DifferNet was trained as-is, following the guidelines of the ini-tial work. Images were augmented by rotating and scaling them beforebeing inputted to the feature extractor. The goal of these augmentationsis to get a robust anomaly score. We used the AlexNet [30] as a featureextractor. We again used the same 256 × 256 px input image size.Since in PaDiM model we used the MobileNet, Resnet and AlexNetclassifier models and in the DifferNet we also used the AlexNet modelwe choose these classifiers and trained them on the same eight-folddataset split, with the only difference of using the positive samples inthe training set. In [1] authors used the VGG model to classify scansas defect/not defect and achieved great results, so additionally we alsotested the VGG model. While training the classifier we gradually re-duced the number of positive images containing defects in the trainingset to assess when the performance of the classifier reaches the perfor-mance of the self-supervised anomaly detection models. However, toinsure the fair training of the classifiers we over-sample the positiveclass of images in the training dataset after the appropriate subsetof positive samples was selected. Otherwise, the classifier might betrained to always predict the negative class. The input resolution tothe classifier models is the standard 224 × 224 px. All of the classifierswere pretrained on the ImageNet dataset.
4. Results and discussion

We tested three different methods with the modifications mentionedin the previous section. All methods were tested on our eight-folddataset split. For evaluating and comparing models we used the Area-Under-the-Curve (AUC) of the Receiver-Operating-Characteristic (ROC)curve. We also calculated the mean performance across all folds foreach of the models. The results of the eight-fold evaluation can beseen in Table 1. We also show the attention maps for the PaDiM andDifferNet models to show how the improvements could be made andexplain their performance.The Ganomaly model trained successfully and was able to com-pletely reconstruct the input images. However, the reconstruction wassometimes even too good to differentiate the normal images from theanomalous ones. Our Ganomaly network learned the reconstruction of
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Table 1AUC ROC results of different anomaly detection models per data fold in %.Method Fold0 Fold1 Fold2 Fold3 Fold4 Fold5 Fold6 Fold7 Mean

Ganomaly 73.5 62.0 61.0 69.0 74.0 80.0 89.0 75.6 73.0Ganomaly w/crop patch 78.0 60.2 62.0 66.0 72.5 82.0 89.0 76.0 73.2
PaDiM (Resnet18) 82.7 61.9 65.1 69.8 96.4 89.4 99.6 89.9 81.9PaDiM (MobileNet-large) 84.5 63.9 67.1 68 97.3 82.7 99.1 88.7 81.4PaDiM (MobileNet-large-512 × 512) 88.3 64.4 65.5 68.8 97.3 84.1 96.9 89.8 81.9PaDiM (AlexNet) 83.4 62.4 64.6 66.1 93.2 92.4 99.5 89.5 81.4
DifferNet 79.6 60.6 62.0 65.9 78.0 83.9 94.1 74.7 74.8

Fig. 3. An example of the anomalous image with a visible defect and the image reconstructed by the Ganomaly model.
the defects from reconstructing the geometry and noise. As can be seenin Table 1 it only achieved the 73% of AUC ROC. An example of thereconstructed anomalous image can be seen in Fig. 3. As can be seenin the figure, the model successfully reconstructed the defect, whichposes a problem in this anomaly detection challenge. Since the defectis well reconstructed there is not a major difference between the inputimage and the reconstructed one. Therefore, it is impossible to adjustthe reconstruction metric to detect all anomalous images in the dataset.The PaDiM model with our additional modifications works the best.It successfully distinguished between geometry, noise, and defects. Iteven turned out to be spatially invariant, meaning it successfully de-tected defects in various locations in the image. It achieved surprisinglygood results with almost 82% ROC AUC score. ROC curves for Fold1, 5, and 6 are shown in Fig. 4. We chose these folds because theperformance for Fold0 is the worst of all, for Fold6 is the best, and theperformance for Fold5 is similar to the average result across all folds.The most important thing to achieve with the anomaly detection modelis to detect all anomalous images. As can be seen in Fig. 4, we achievethis in all three ROC curves. Next, we evaluate the advantage of usingthe anomaly detection model. By looking at the ROC for Fold5 it canbe seen that the number of images that the inspectors need to look atwould be decreased by more than 10% by using the proposed anomalydetection model. The best possible situation is Fold6, where the timeneeded for the evaluation of inspection is reduced by almost 90%.However, if we look at Fold1, the time for the inspection is not reduced,but no anomalous images were missed which is a very important result.To conclude, the results depend on the complexity of the data beingtested, but on average we can gain a speedup of the inspection ofaround 10%. Although in the [24] authors claim that more complexfeature extractors such as VGG [32] and ResNet perform worse thanthe simpler AlexNet [30], we tried the VGG, AlexNet, ResNet, andMobileNet, but VGG did not achieve performances comparable to thelatter three. Although ResNet18 feature extractor achieves great results,even for a fraction of a percent better than the MobileNet, MobileNet isa much faster and smaller model. We also tried feeding the MobileNetwith the images resized to the 512 × 512 px resolution and achievedcomparable results to using the ResNet18. When using the AlexNet asa feature extractor on average we achieved the same results as with

the MobileNet. Although PaDiM does not need a lot of GPU memoryto work, for calculating the distributions of features it is memory andprocessor-power-hungry. This is a major throwback for the industrialprocesses, but for the ultrasonic analysis, it is still faster than the humanexpert. Examples of input anomalous images and attention maps ofthe PaDiM model can be seen in Fig. 5. The figure clearly shows howthe model ignores the geometry learned from the training dataset andconcentrates on the defect. Geometry is visible on the left side of thetop-left, bottom-left, and bottom-right images in Fig. 5. It is also visibleon the top-right part of the top-right image in Fig. 5. This anomalydetection model could not only be used for filtering out the normalimages but also pointing out the defects to the inspectors.Although utilizing a similar approach as the PaDiM model, DifferNetdoes not achieve such performance. This is a great example of why itis important to test the models on a specific dataset and how data-specific deep learning solutions have to be for real-world solutions.Using normalizing flows to capture the distribution of the features doesnot work well on our dataset. Also, since ultrasonic data is almostalways acquired from the same direction and ultrasonic images donot suffer from rotational differences. DifferNet augmentation method,therefore, does not improve the results. Normalizing flows are betterat capturing the distribution of the large dataset consisting of mostlysmall images. Since our dataset is relatively big, the DifferNet cannotsuccessfully capture the distribution. PaDiM model calculates the multi-variate Gaussian distribution directly on the features which resultin better anomaly detection performance. Even with using the samefeature extractor in the PaDiM as in the DifferNet, the AlexNet, thelatter does not achieve comparable performance results.To further analyze the best performing model, the PaDiM with theMobileNet feature extractor, we ran the analysis of detection of all flawsacross all folds. Since flaws usually appear in more than one scan, eventhough the AUC ROC is not perfect does not mean all defects werenot detected. We state that a defect is successfully detected if it hasbeen detected in at least one of its occurrence. Using the best anomalydetection method we successfully detected all of the defects. Fig. 6shows the number of appearances and detections of each defect in thedataset. When using the threshold of 0.5, the PaDiM model misses twodefects, one in the Fold0 and one in the Fold3. Both of these defects
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Fig. 4. ROC curves for Fold1 (left), Fold5 (middle), and Fold6 (right) with the AUC ROC result from the PaDiM model using ResNet18.

Fig. 5. Examples of anomalous images and the attention from the PaDiM model.

Fig. 6. The number of appearances and detections of each defect in the dataset.
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Fig. 7. Confusion matrix of using the best model (PaDiM with the MobileNet) with the anomaly threshold lowered to 0.2 for the Fold0 (left) and Fold3 (right).

Fig. 8. Average classifier AUC ROC for various percentages of positive samples.
have a depth size of six millimeters. These defects were successfullydetected with the threshold lowered to 0.2. However, as can be seenin the confusion matrices in Fig. 7 the benefit of using this model evenwith the lowered threshold is significant. Since some of the defects aredetected only a few times it would be beneficial to improve the modeland make it more robust.As for the results of training the classifiers, experiments show asignificant advantage in using the self-supervised anomaly detectionapproach when the share of positive samples in the training datasetapproaches a few percentages of the whole training dataset. The resultsacross all tested classifiers can be seen in Fig. 8. VGG16 architectureachieved the best results for all of the tested shares of the positivesamples. If the ratio of defective B-scans in the whole training set is40%, this model achieves an AUC ROC of 94.5%. However, it is morerealistic to expect that only a few percent of the acquired UT data willbe anomalous during real-life inspections. Proposed anomaly detection

approaches can still be used in such a setting, unlike the supervisedimage classification approaches.
5. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we tested three state-of-the-art methods for anomalydetection in images. We proposed the improvements and evaluatedthem on our eight-fold real-world ultrasonic NDT dataset. For theGanomaly model, we proposed cropping-out patches from the imagesto generate better reconstructions of the normal images and worse forthe anomalous images which result in a shy performance improvement.We tested new feature extraction networks for PaDiM and concludedthat the performance of the originally used ResNet can be matchedusing a lot faster MobileNet network. We used the original DifferNetmodel without any modifications. Taking into account the complexityof our dataset, some of the methods stood very well, and PaDiM methodperformed the best of all three. It successfully detects all defects in
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the dataset and outperforms classifiers when the share of positivesamples in the training set is very small. In this work, we highlight theimportance of testing the anomaly detection methods on a real-worlddataset before using them in production. In the future, the mentionedshortages in the analyzed models should be exploited to develop a morerobust method for anomaly detection in ultrasonic images.While the demand for a high-quality ultrasonic NDE is rising, thetime needed to analyze complex structures of some pipelines, vehicles,and power plants is a major drawback. A system such as the one pro-posed in this work could assist the inspectors and make the inspectionmore reliable and faster.
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a b s t r a c t

Non-destructive testing (NDT) is a set of techniques used for material inspection and detection of defects.
Ultrasonic testing (UT) is one of the NDT techniques, commonly used to inspect components in the oil and
gas industry, aerospace, and various types of power plants. Acquisition of the UT data is currently done
automatically using robotic manipulators. This ensures the precision and uniformity of the acquired data.
On the other hand, the analysis is still done manually by trained experts. Since the acquired UT data can
be represented in the form of images, computer vision algorithms can be applied to analyze the content of
images and localize defects. In this work, we propose a novel deep learning architecture designed specif-
ically for defect detection from UT images. We propose a lightweight feature extractor that improves the
precision and efficiency of the detector. We also modify the detection head to improve the detection of
the objects with extreme aspect ratios which are common in UT images. We tested our approach on an
in-house dataset with over 4000 images. The proposed architecture outperformed the previous state-of-
the-art method by 1.7% (512 � 512 px input resolution) and 2.7% (384 � 384 px input resolution) while
significantly decreasing the inference time.

� 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Non-destructive testing (NDT) is a popular approach for mate-
rial evaluation and defect detection [1]. It is used for continuous
inspection in numerous domains but most commonly in oil and
gas industries, power and energy industries, aerospace, and con-
struction. NDT includes a variety of techniques such as ultrasonic,
eddy current, thermography, and x-radiography, to name a few.
Each of the methods comes with its own advantages and disadvan-
tages and they are sometimes also used jointly in order to increase
the probability of finding a defect. None of the NDT techniques
cause any damage to the inspected material so the tested compo-
nent can normally be used after the inspection (if no problems
were found) or sometimes even during the inspection. Ultrasonic
testing (UT) is one of the most used NDT methods for detection,
localization and measurement of flaws present in engineering
materials under inspection [2]. UT is simple to perform, yields a
precise location of the defect, and in general has a high signal-to-
noise ratio [3]. Inspection is performed by the generation and

detection of mechanical vibrations or waves within test objects
[4]. There are several ways how this can be done. Pulse-echo
(PE), time-of-flight-diffraction (TOFD), and phased array systems
are the standard three implementations. A phased array system
is a multi-channel ultrasonic system, which uses the principle of
a time-delayed triggering of the transmitting transducer elements,
combined with a time corrected receiving of detected signals [5].
Using the phased array it is possible to inspect the material from
various angles at the same time, which is the main advantage com-
pared to other types of UT probes. Inspecting the component using
different angle values makes the process more reliable but it also
produces huge amounts of data. Fig. 1 illustrates the principle
behind phased array system inspection. Data from UT inspection
can be displayed in different forms. As the probe is moved along
the surface of the inspected material, at each position it transmits
and receives ultrasound waves. The energy of the received ultra-
sound signal can be shown as a function of time in a representation
called A-scan. Each A-scan can be converted into one image col-
umn so multiple A-scans can be stacked to form an image repre-
sentation called B-scan. Since the ultrasound waves are often
transmitted at some specific angle, A-scans can also be transferred
onto the image at that angle. A view created this way is called

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2021.12.008
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volume-corrected-B-scan (VC-B-scan) and it is the one used in this
work.

Data acquired during the UT inspection still has to be analyzed
manually by trained experts. This process is laborious and time-
consuming. The number of ultrasonic inspections is increasing
because most of the existing components require more inspections
as time passes and the chance of defect occurrence increases. This
also increases the need for optimizing the process of data analysis.
Automated analysis can be used to improve the reliability when
performing a manual inspection or to speed up the analysis by sev-
eral orders of magnitude if used independently. The idea of auto-
mated analysis of UT data is not new, but the methods proposed
so far are not reliable enough to be used in real-life situations.
Some of the problems encountered when developing automated
analysis of UT data include difficulty with the acquisition of large
and diverse datasets, noise, and irregular signal appearances
caused by odd defects’ shapes and geometry of the inspected com-
ponent. Recently an improvement in automated UT image analysis
was made by employing deep learning approaches for classifica-
tion and object detection. If an existing architecture is used for
object detection, it is assumed that the shapes of the objects that
need to be detected will be similar to the common objects found
in PASCAL VOC [6] and COCO [7] datasets. Taking into considera-
tion aspect ratios of the objects that need to be detected is very
important and in some cases [8,9], proper design of architecture
and training procedure leads to improved results. The goal of this
work is to design an architecture that can precisely localize defects
from B-scans obtained with a phased array probe. The usage of
such probes is increasing in real-life inspections and a proper
method for analysis of the collected data would be very useful.
Depending on the inspected configuration and material, defects’
signals can appear very elongated. This can make training difficult
because popular anchor-based object detectors [10–12] have a lim-
ited number of anchors that are distanced from each other by a
fixed value (stride). Having an extreme aspect ratio (>4) leads to
a small overlap between the neighboring anchors thus reducing
the coverage of an image. This decreases the number of sampled
anchors used during the training which can have a negative impact
on the detector’s performance.

In this work, we propose a deep learning object detector to ana-
lyze VC-B-scans and localize all of the visible defects. We start from
the state-of-the-art object detection architecture EfficientDet [12]
and revise the building components of this model. We first replace
the originally used EfficientNet [13] network with our custom fea-
ture extraction network. A new model is more precise and uses
drastically fewer parameters leading to a faster prediction process.
We then redesign the detection head in order to account for
extreme aspect ratios that appear in UT images. We propose the
usage of asymmetrical feature maps as inputs to the detection

head in combination with lower template anchors stride. This
increases the overlap between the template anchors and the
ground truth labels and leads to a better model performance with
a small computational overhead. The final object detector pro-
posed in this work achieves a mean average precision of 91.3%
which is 1.7% more than the previous state-of-the-art model
EfficientDet-D0 [14]. Furthermore, the proposed model reduces
the needed inference time by more than 30% and has 6 times fewer
parameters compared to EfficientDet-D0.

1.1. Contributions

The main contributions of this work are the following:

� A novel feature extractor for the EfficientDet that improves the
precision while using six-time fewer parameters.

� A method for detection of objects with extreme aspect ratios
based on a modified detection head and dense placement of
the anchors.

� A novel deep learning architecture created by joining aforemen-
tioned components into a new model that outperforms the pre-
vious state-of-the-art in defect detection in ultrasonic images.

1.2. Related work

Analyzing NDT data is a time-consuming process prone to
human errors since it depends solely on the experience and the
knowledge of the person performing the analysis. In order to assist
the experts during the analysis, various methods for defect detec-
tion were proposed throughout the years. Developed methods can
work with different types of NDT data such as the data acquired
during a visual inspection [15,16], thermography inspection [17–
19], radiography inspection [20,21], or ultrasonic inspection [22–
27]. While the exact implementation depends on the used inspec-
tion technique and material, approaches for data analysis and ideas
behind them are usually similar. Most of the recent methods rely
on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [15–25,27] since this
type of architecture works well with one-dimensional and two-
dimensional data such as sequences and images. It was shown that
CNNs outperform classical approaches based on hand-crafted fea-
tures in many general computer vision challenges like PASCAL
[6], COCO [7], or ImageNet [28]. The authors of several works
[15,3,16,22] tested this hypothesis for NDT data and came to the
same conclusion that deep learning approaches outperform classi-
cal approaches.

Acquiring the data with non-destructive testing can be a costly
process. The equipment required for inspection, as well as the
examples of materials containing realistic flaws, are usually very
expensive. Since only a fraction of the collected data represents
defect signals, collecting a large set of useful images is difficult.
This drawback can be solved in three ways: (I) Analysis of A-
scans instead of B-scans (II) Application of traditional methods
for image analysis that do not require a large dataset (III) Generat-
ing or simulating images that can be used to develop a modern
deep learning model. The main problem with the A-scan analysis
is the lack of context from the surrounding area which makes the
decision-making process difficult. The most popular approach for
defect detection from A-scans is using the wavelet transform to
calculate features and then classifying extracted features using
support vector machines (SVM) [29–31] or artificial neural net-
works (ANN) [32,33]. This way the available data is used solely
for classifier training since the feature extraction is predefined. If
the available dataset of B-scans is not big enough, some traditional
approaches can be used but their performance and generalization
are usually not as good as in deep learning approaches. In [34],
the authors used the adaptive histogram equalization technique

Fig. 1. Illustration of phased array system inspection. An example of volume
corrected B-scan (VC-B-scan) is shown on the right side of the figure.
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followed by morphological operations to separate the defective
zones from the non-defective zones in the ultrasonic TOFD images.
Analyzing TOFD images was also the topic in [35,36] where the
authors showed how the parabola matched filter and Hough trans-
form can be used to locate parabolas in TOFD B-scans. In [37],
Radon transformwas used to detect defects from B-scans that were
denoised using the wavelet transform. Having several hundred
images already allows for deep learning methods to be employed.
In that case, a CNN can be trained with the help of transfer learning
[38] and data augmentation. This approach proved to be useful for
defect detection from UT images [25,14] and X-ray images [19,20].
Another approach is to use simulated [23,39] or generated
[21,24,40] data. While these types of images can be useful for
model training, evaluation should be performed on a real dataset
to ensure the credibility of the obtained results. In [41] the authors
used a generated dataset of B-scans to train a VGG-like classifica-
tion model. They tested the performance on a separate dataset of
real B-scans and reported results almost as good as the one
achieved by the human inspectors. The equipment used for acqui-
sition in that work is quite similar to the one used for the collection
of the dataset in our work but the tested specimen is different. In
[42], the authors tested several deep learning classifiers. The data-
set was acquired by a pulsed laser that transmits ultrasonic waves
through the material while the contact transducer which is
attached to the scanned object captures a series of snapshots of
the propagating waves. Among the tested classifiers DenseNet
[43] achieved the best result reaching an f1 score of 95.33%.

Defect detection from images can be done on various localiza-
tion granularity levels. Some of the work [15,17,16,21,24,23] only
determine if an image contains a defect or not. This is usually done
by employing one of the popular image classification architectures
such as VGG [44], Inception [45–47], ResNet [48,49], MobileNet
[50–52], or by building a custom CNN. Other works [19,20,25,14]
use approaches that determine a coarse location of the defect. This
can be done by using object detection architectures which are usu-
ally divided into two families: One-stage detectors [53,54,11,12]
and two-stage detectors [55–57]. Finally, a fine-grained localiza-
tion (pixel-wise) can also be obtained as an output [17,18] if a
model for semantic segmentation such as U-net [58] is used.

Having a coarse defect location is often good enough. In that
case, using an object detection model instead of a semantic seg-
mentation model is better since the inference time for object
detectors is usually smaller. In this work, we use EfficientDet
[12] architecture as a starting point. This state-of-the-art one-
stage object detector was proven to work well with UT images
[14]. We change the building blocks of the EfficientDet model by
proposing a novel feature extraction network which we use instead
of the standard EfficientNet [13] backbone. We also propose a
modification of the model’s detection head in order to improve
the detection rate of objects with extreme aspect ratios. The
description of the proposed components is given in Section 3.

2. Dataset

The architecture proposed in this work is developed for defect
detection from ultrasonic images. The dataset was obtained by
scanning six steel blocks with a phased array probe. Some of the
images had a lot bigger width compared to their height. This can
cause problems after padding and resizing images to input resolu-
tion so we cropped those types of images into multiple patches.
Before the cropping is performed a desired width of the patches
must be determined. In our case, the desired width was equal to
the image height (all of the images that required cropping had a
height of 375 px) since we wanted to get patches with an aspect
ratio closest to one. We then divided an image into patches such

that the obtained patches have the width as close as possible to
the desired width. We also allowed the overlap of 20% between
the neighboring patches. The final dataset contains more than
4000 VC-B-scans. The distribution of widths and heights of the
images is shown in Fig. 2. The blocks contain 68 defects and each
defect can be seen in multiple VC-B-scans (e.g. in various angles
or scanning directions). All of the scans combined contain 6637
annotated defects. We do not distinguish between different types
of defects so all of them are labeled with the same class. We
divided the data into five folds where each fold contains unique
defects. All of the appearances of a defect are placed into the same
fold to ensure the credibility of the results during the cross-
validation. More details about the dataset can be found in [14].
We used the same split so that we could compare results with
the previous state-of-the-art approach.

3. Methodology

Deep learning object detectors are usually divided into two cat-
egories: one-stage detectors and two-stage detectors. Two-stage
detectors used to be more precise but slower compared to the
one-stage detectors. The accuracy gap between these two families
of object detectors was decreased recently when new one-stage
architectures were proposed [12,59]. In [14], it was shown that
EfficientDet-D0 is the best choice among tested methods for defect
detection from UT images. However, EfficientDet architecture was
developed for general object detection on public datasets like [7],
PASCAL VOC [6], or ImageNet [28]. Even though EfficientDet
achieves good results when used for defect detection in ultrasonic
images, we demonstrate that task-specific knowledge can be used
to develop an even faster and more precise model.

3.1. Backbone design

General deep learning object detection architectures usually
consist of three parts: feature extractor (backbone), feature net-
work (detection neck), and detection head. The first part of the net-
work is used to extract the features from the images. Feature
extractors contain millions of parameters even if a simple network
such as EfficientNet is used. Having a complex backbone ensures

Fig. 2. Distribution of widths and heights of the images from the dataset.
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that the extracted features are discriminative. This is very impor-
tant when the task is to distinguish between dozens of complex
objects which is a common requirement in popular object detec-
tion datasets. In this work, the goal is to detect only one class (de-
fect). It was shown in [14] that simpler feature extractors can
perform better than complex ones. This is why we decided to swap
a standard EfficientNet architecture with a simpler novel network
illustrated in Fig. 3. We propose an encoder-decoder type of net-
work that looks similar to the U-net [58]. However, there are some
key differences between the U-net and the architecture that we
propose: (I) The proposed architecture does not use multiple
blocks for each resolution level. (II) We do not increase the number
of filters as the resolution is decreased. We use 32 filters in the first
encoder-decoder part and 64 filters when creating feature maps
used as input to the feature network. (III) Our blocks also contain
batch normalization and dropout layers which help with the net-
work regularization and improve results. (IV) Recently, to provide
high performance of a deep network, several activation functions
have been applied in different works [60–63]. However, they can
lead to high computational costs and have been applied with dif-
ferent types of images rather than UT images. Instead of ReLu acti-
vation, our model uses the swish activation function (used in
EfficientDet). The proposed network first downsamples the input
features by performing a series of convolutions followed by the
max-pooling operation. The decoding part of the network is similar
to the one used in Hourglass networks [64]. The feature maps are
first upsampled using the nearest-neighbor interpolation. We then
perform addition with the feature map of the same resolution from
the encoder and pass the resulting feature map through the activa-
tion function. We then perform 1x1 convolution followed by batch
normalization and activation before upsampling the layer again.
Once the original input resolution is reached the feature maps
are downsampled again to create feature maps (P3-P7) that are
used as an input to the feature network (bidirectional FPN used
in EfficientDet [12]). Features P6 and P7 are not actually a part of
the backbone. We calculated them using the same implementation
used for their calculation in EfficientDet architecture.

If the EfficientNet backbone is replaced by the architecture pro-
posed in this section, the total number of detector parameters is
reduced from 3.88 million to 0.53 million. We showed in Sec-
tion 4.2 that the proposed backbone increases the accuracy while
simultaneously decreasing the inference time.

3.2. Detection head design

Many state-of-the-art methods use default boxes (anchors) as a
rough starting shape to encapsulate objects and then they perform

an extra step to fit the predicted boxes around the object more
tightly. The shape of the anchors is determined from the hyperpa-
rameters. Since popular object detection datasets display everyday
objects, there is no need for extremely shaped anchors (for exam-
ple extreme aspect ratio or scale). This is why popular deep learn-
ing object detectors are designed to work only with standard
anchor shapes or slightly modified ones. The problem with defect
detection from ultrasonic images is the extreme aspect ratio of
the objects. This can partially be solved by proper calculation of
aspect ratio and scales hyperparameters as shown in [14]. In this
work, we adopted the same aspect ratios and scales values used
in that work. However, setting these hyperparameters does not
solve another core problem that appears when using extreme
aspect ratios which is the default placement of anchors. The default
anchors use stride that is four times smaller than their size (for
example feature map P5 uses a default size of anchor 128x128
and strides of 32x32). When common aspect ratios are used, this
stride is sufficient to get proper coverage of the image meaning
that the template anchors will overlap and no parts of the image
will be left uncovered. However, if an extreme aspect ratio is used,
a stride that is four times smaller is not sufficient.

We show in Fig. 4 how some of the used anchors with extreme
aspect ratios appear once they are placed over the image. We plot-
ted the placement for feature map P5 because it has fewer anchors
compared to P3 and P4 so the image is concise and clear. It can be
seen from the image that vertical gaps appear for these values of
anchors which makes the detection harder. This problem can be
solved by introducing more anchors with reduced horizontal spac-
ing (stride) between them. This requires modification of the archi-
tecture. Originally used feature maps do not have sufficient
resolution to increase the number of anchors so the feature maps
of higher resolutions are needed. To accomplish this we shifted
the input to the feature network (biFPN). This way the feature
maps input to the detection head will also have a sufficient resolu-
tion. We use feature maps P2-P4 from the original network and the
last two feature maps we calculated the same way that was used to
calculate P6 and P7 in the original EfficientDet architecture. Since
the defects from ultrasonic images are always elongated in the
same direction (vertical), the reduction of stride is not needed in
both directions. We inserted extra convolutional layers before
the detection head to create asymmetrical feature maps. These
convolutional layers downsample the height of the feature map
so that the stride in vertical orientation could be left unchanged.
Network which is modified to deal with detection of extreme
aspect ratio objects is shown in Fig. 5. Proposed modifications
can be used regardless of the chosen backbone. In Section 4.2 we
showed that using the modified detection head improves the mean

Fig. 3. The architecture of the proposed feature extraction network.
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average precision on the defect detection task. Described modifica-
tions have a small computational overhead if used in combination
with the custom feature extractor proposed in the previous sec-
tion. If the modified detection head is used in combination with
EfficientNet the inference time is actually decreased. This happens
because the P5 feature map from EfficientNet does not need to be
calculated so the number of parameters is reduced by almost three
times.

4. Experimental setup and results

We evaluated the methods proposed in this work on our in-
house dataset with over 4000 ultrasonic images containing defects.
The dataset split and evaluation procedure are the same as in [14].
This allows us to compare obtained results with the top-
performing method reported in that work which is EfficientDet-
D0. Additionally, We compare the results of our DefectDet with
the state-of-the-art family of object detectors YOLOv5 [65]. We
run experiments that introduce proposed modules individually.
First, we used the EfficientDet model but with the swapped back-

bone (using architecture introduced in Section 3.1 instead of Effi-
cientNet). We then test the EfficientDet model but with the
modified detection head that was proposed in Section 3.2. Finally,
we join the two proposed modules into a new deep learning archi-
tecture that we named DefectDet. We train the proposed model
using the focal loss [11]:

FLðptÞ ¼ �ð1� ptÞclogðptÞ ð1Þ
We test the performance of individual modules and their com-

bination with two input image resolutions: 512x512 pixels and
384x384 pixels. The training details are given in the next section.

4.1. Experimental setup

All of the models evaluated in this work were first pretrained on
the COCO [7] dataset. As standard practice when using pretrained
weights as a starting point, the input RGB images were normalized
by subtracting the mean values (0.485, 0.456, 0.406) and dividing
them with the standard deviations (0.229, 0.224, 0.225). There
was no need for additional intensity normalization which is some-
times done when dealing with unnatural images such as ultrasonic
images or magnetic resonance images [66,67]. RetinaNet, Effi-
cientDet, and DefectDet were then trained using the ADAM opti-

Fig. 4. Placement of anchors with extreme aspect ratios in standard detection head.

Fig. 5. Feature network and detection head that are customized to handle extreme aspect ratios.

Table 1
Impact of design choices on custom model with input size 384x384 pixels. The first
row refer to EfficientDet-D0 from [14].

Custom backbone Custom detection head mAP Inference time (ms)

0.881 57.0
U 0.894 39.1

U 0.891 45.6
U U 0.908 40.3

Table 2
Impact of design choices on custom model with input size 512x512 pixels. The first
row refer to EfficientDet-D0 from [14].

Custom backbone Custom detection head mAP Inference time (ms)

0.896 62.8
U 0.900 39.5

U 0.902 49.4
U U 0.913 41.7
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mizer with an initial learning rate of 10�3. We left out 15% of the
training subset for validation which was used to reduce the learn-
ing rate on a plateau and early stopping of the training. Smaller
models (using 384x384 input) were trained with batch size 8
and 500 steps per epoch while the bigger models were trained with
batch size 4 and 1000 steps per epoch. Batch size 16 was used for
YOLOv5 models and the optimization was done using the SGD
since it achieved better results compared to the ADAM optimizer.
The rest of the hyperparameters for YOLOv5 were set to default
values proposed by its creators. RetinaNet, EfficientDet, and
DefectDet were implemented in the Keras library (version 2.2.5)
using the Tensorflow backend (version 1.15.0). PyTorch version
1.9.0 was used when testing YOLOv5 models. Inference times from
Table 1 and Table 2 were measured on a machine with Titan Xp
GPU and CUDA 11.0. Inference times from Table 3 were measured
on the same machine but the CUDA 11.2 version. We used mean
average precision (mAP) averaged across 5 folds to evaluate the
performance of the models. The results are shown and discussed
in the following section.

4.2. Results and discussion

The results of the experiments are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The
first row of the table corresponds to the EfficientDet-D0 that is the
current state-of-the-art in the defect detection task. Swapping the
EfficientNet backbone with the one proposed in this work
improves the mean average precision (mAP) while simultaneously
decreasing the inference time. The mAP is especially increased for
the smaller model. Since the images from our datasets are all smal-
ler than 400x400 pixels the difference between the performances
of smaller and bigger models should not be big.

For the original EfficientDet architecture the difference between
the models of lower (384 � 384) and higher (512 � 512) resolution
was 1.5%. If the backbone proposed in this work is used this differ-
ence is reduced three times. This indicates that the proposed back-
bone was designed well and that more information is preserved
when analyzing the images in their natural resolution. The third
row shows the benefits of the modified detection head with asym-
metrical feature map inputs and decreased stride. As explained in

Table 3
Mean average precision (mAP) and inference time for various architectures. Results for EfficientDet models and RetinaNet were taken from [14]. All of the models in the table
were tested with input image of 512x512x3 except RetinaNet which achieves better results when the images are only padded.

Model Fold1 Fold2 Fold3 Fold4 Fold5 Average Inference time (ms)

EfficientDet-D0 0.937 0.829 0.879 0.943 0.893 0.896 67.2
EfficientDet-D1 0.927 0.793 0.869 0.917 0.901 0.881 75.2
EfficientDet-D2 0.936 0.780 0.826 0.920 0.895 0.871 76.4

RetinaNet 0.872 0.821 0.830 0.901 0.850 0.855 25.6
YOLOv5-s 0.926 0.853 0.827 0.946 0.830 0.876 12.3
YOLOv5-m 0.924 0.813 0.840 0.947 0.875 0.880 16.0
YOLOv5-l 0.922 0.861 0.869 0.944 0.852 0.890 19.5
YOLOv5-x 0.925 0.839 0.838 0.951 0.823 0.875 22.8
DefectDet 0.942 0.869 0.903 0.956 0.894 0.913 35.8

Fig. 6. A few examples of detection on the test images. The threshold for all of the models was 0.3.
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Section 3.2, using the custom detection head in combination with
EfficientNet actually decreases the inference time since the P5 fea-
ture map does not need to be calculated. Finally, the last rows
show the performance of our DefectDet which was obtained by
joining the custom backbone and custom detection head. If the
custom feature extractor is used, a replacement of the standard
detection head with the one proposed in this work will lead to a
very small increase of inference time. However, the proposed
architecture is still more than 30% faster compared to the baseline
model EfficientDet-D0. At the same time, the mean average preci-
sion increases by 2.7% for the smaller model and 1.7% for the bigger
model.

A comparison of the DefectDet with current state-of-the-art
models is given in Table 3. A state-of-the-art model YOLOv5
achieves similar results as the previously tested EfficientDet. The
proposed DefectDet architecture outperforms all the other tested
models for each fold except the fourth fold. Even the DefectDet
with input resolution 384 � 384 surpasses all of the other architec-
tures with greater input resolution. The quickest model among the
tested ones was YOLOv5-small but the mean average precision of
that model is 3.7% lower than our DefectDet. We also tested the
YOLOv5 family of models with a smaller input resolution
(384 � 384 � 3) and all of the tested models achieved less than
87.5% of mAP which is significantly lower compared to the Defect-
Det with the same input resolution (90.8%). Some prediction exam-
ples can be seen in Fig. 6. Shown examples were randomly picked
from the second fold test set which is the subset for which the
models achieved the lowest mAP on average. None of the tested
models were trained using the picked examples. All of the models
successfully detected the defect on the first example image. The
second example contains a signal that is barely visible and can
not be detected without looking at surrounding B-scans so it is
not surprising that all of the models failed to detect it. When tested
on the third example, EfficientDet and YOLOv5 did not manage to
detect a defect while DefectDet managed. Looking at the example
images one can notice how hard it is to detect a defect in some
of the images, especially when the image is noisier or when it con-
tains geometry signals.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel architecture for detecting
defects from ultrasonic images. We designed a simple feature
extraction network that enables quicker and more precise detec-
tion of defects compared to the previously used models. The pro-
posed feature extractor also reduces the difference in
performance between models with different input image resolu-
tions. Furthermore, we proposed a solution to improve the detec-
tion of objects with extreme aspect ratios by altering the
detection head of the model. With these changes introduced, our
defect detection framework outperformed the previous state-of-
the-art baseline, and at the same time, required fewer parameters,
thus reducing memory usage and inference time. Compared to the
state-of-the-art EfficientDet-D0 model, our architecture improves
mean average precision by 1.7% for the bigger model, and 2.7%
for the smaller model while simultaneously decreasing the infer-
ence time by more than 30%. Even though the developed architec-
ture was designed for a specific application, we believe that the
proposed ideas can be generalized to other domains with similar
problems as defect detection.
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